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In this chapter, you will find truth. And lies. Only through 
the synthesis of the two can you find reality.

FORCED FREEDOM
I ✦first ✦escaped ✦Shadow ✦three ✦or ✦four ✦years ✦ago. ✦The ✦Hendassa ✦
dragged ✦me ✦out, ✦so ✦I ✦suppose ✦it ✦was ✦less ✦an ✦escape ✦and ✦more ✦like ✦a ✦
rescue—or ✦a ✦harvest, ✦depending ✦on ✦your ✦opinion ✦of ✦the ✦Hendasa ✦
and ✦their ✦grey ✦reapers.
At ✦first, ✦it ✦was ✦bewildering. ✦I ✦would ✦say ✦that ✦it ✦was ✦like ✦waking ✦
up ✦from ✦a ✦dream, ✦but ✦that’s ✦not ✦really ✦it. ✦More ✦like ✦going ✦to ✦sleep ✦
and ✦realizing ✦that ✦the ✦dream ✦is ✦real ✦and ✦waking ✦life ✦was ✦the ✦
dream. ✦It ✦took ✦me ✦quite ✦a ✦while ✦to ✦acclimate ✦to ✦Indigo. ✦Or ✦rather, ✦
re-acclimate. ✦Just ✦the ✦whole ✦. ✦. ✦. ✦idea ✦of ✦it. ✦Those ✦were ✦rough ✦times. ✦
I ✦really ✦don’t ✦like ✦to ✦talk ✦or ✦even ✦think ✦about ✦those ✦days. ✦Some ✦
of ✦the ✦things ✦that ✦happened ✦to ✦me. ✦Some ✦of ✦the ✦things ✦I ✦did ✦to ✦
survive. ✦And, ✦perhaps ✦more ✦important, ✦to ✦understand.
Like ✦millions ✦of ✦others, ✦I ✦had ✦submerged ✦into ✦Shadow ✦to ✦escape ✦
the ✦War. ✦But ✦part ✦of ✦Shadow, ✦of ✦course, ✦is ✦the ✦forgetting. ✦That’s ✦its ✦
nature. ✦Officially, ✦it’s ✦called ✦the ✦Grey, ✦and ✦it ✦is ✦a ✦place ✦of ✦distraction ✦
and ✦nonsense. ✦Endless ✦meaninglessness ✦and ✦trivialities, ✦always ✦
churning ✦and ✦turning ✦in ✦on ✦itself. ✦Always ✦moving, ✦but ✦never ✦going ✦
anywhere. ✦In ✦Shadow, ✦I ✦lived ✦in ✦a ✦house, ✦had ✦a ✦family, ✦had ✦a ✦degree ✦
under ✦my ✦belt, ✦and ✦a ✦job ✦to ✦earn ✦money ✦that ✦passed ✦through ✦my ✦
hands ✦and ✦into ✦the ✦hands ✦of ✦others ✦like ✦a ✦grinding ✦wheel, ✦all ✦of ✦us ✦
believing ✦that ✦amassing ✦it ✦was ✦the ✦ultimate ✦goal, ✦never ✦realizing ✦that ✦
doing ✦so ✦was ✦impossible. ✦I ✦watched ✦television ✦and ✦half ✦paid ✦attention ✦
to ✦sports, ✦politics, ✦and ✦culture, ✦never ✦recognizing ✦that ✦none ✦of ✦it ✦made ✦
any ✦sense, ✦never ✦went ✦anywhere, ✦never ✦accomplished ✦anything.
Once ✦I ✦re-acclimated, ✦I ✦never ✦missed ✦Shadow. ✦Once ✦I ✦
understood ✦the ✦Actuality, ✦I ✦never ✦looked ✦back.
I ✦understand ✦that ✦sometimes ✦people ✦get ✦dragged ✦back ✦into ✦
Shadow. ✦I ✦don’t ✦know ✦if ✦what ✦happens ✦is ✦more ✦like ✦a ✦snare ✦that ✦
grabs ✦you ✦or ✦a ✦siren’s ✦call ✦that ✦lures ✦you ✦back. ✦Maybe ✦you ✦suddenly ✦
remember ✦your ✦Shadow ✦family ✦or ✦your ✦Shadow ✦lover ✦or ✦your ✦

Shadow ✦car ✦and ✦it ✦drags ✦you ✦back ✦down ✦into ✦the ✦Grey, ✦seeping ✦
down ✦and ✦down ✦like ✦quicksand. ✦Or ✦maybe ✦you ✦just ✦fall ✦back ✦into ✦
it ✦all ✦because ✦you’ve ✦always ✦got ✦a ✦bit ✦of ✦Shadow’s ✦essence ✦in ✦you ✦
now, ✦wherever ✦you ✦go, ✦and ✦whatever ✦you ✦do. ✦It ✦knows ✦where ✦to ✦
find ✦you. ✦Whatever ✦the ✦case, ✦it’s ✦never ✦happened ✦to ✦me. ✦Not ✦yet. ✦
I’ve ✦spent ✦the ✦last ✦few ✦years ✦entirely ✦in ✦Indigo.
Like ✦most ✦people, ✦I ✦found ✦my ✦place ✦in ✦the ✦city ✦of ✦Satyrine. ✦I’ve ✦
heard ✦it ✦called ✦the ✦City ✦of ✦Notions, ✦the ✦City ✦of ✦Forever, ✦and ✦the ✦
Glistening ✦City. ✦That ✦last ✦one ✦is ✦a ✦stretch, ✦but ✦there ✦are ✦parts ✦of ✦the ✦
city—the ✦Celestial ✦Bazaar ✦and ✦the ✦Marquis ✦Quarter—that ✦glisten, ✦
I ✦suppose. ✦Maybe ✦the ✦whole ✦place ✦did, ✦before ✦the ✦War. ✦Now ✦more ✦
of ✦the ✦city ✦is ✦a ✦ruin ✦than ✦not. ✦Although ✦people ✦are ✦working ✦to ✦
reclaim ✦it, ✦now ✦that ✦the ✦War ✦is ✦over. ✦I ✦have ✦only ✦general ✦memories ✦
of ✦what ✦Satyrine ✦was ✦like ✦before ✦the ✦War, ✦and ✦before ✦I ✦exiled ✦
myself ✦to ✦the ✦Grey. ✦Shadow ✦does ✦that ✦to ✦you. ✦
I ✦was ✦one ✦of ✦the ✦fortunate ✦ones, ✦though. ✦My ✦house ✦was ✦still ✦
more ✦or ✦less ✦intact. ✦I ✦had ✦to ✦work ✦to ✦get ✦it ✦in ✦order, ✦but ✦I ✦managed ✦
to ✦get ✦the ✦grigs ✦cleared ✦out ✦and ✦chased ✦away ✦most ✦of ✦the ✦ghosts. ✦
It’s ✦still ✦a ✦little ✦rough ✦around ✦the ✦edges, ✦but ✦it’s ✦home. ✦There’s ✦a ✦
familiarity ✦to ✦it—it’s ✦an ✦anchor ✦when ✦this ✦weird ✦and ✦wonderful ✦
place ✦gets ✦to ✦be ✦too ✦much. ✦A ✦sanctuary. ✦
Most ✦of ✦the ✦people ✦I ✦knew ✦from ✦before ✦are ✦gone. ✦To ✦be ✦brutally ✦
honest, ✦I ✦barely ✦remember ✦them ✦anyway. ✦The ✦time ✦before ✦the ✦War, ✦
before ✦the ✦Grey, ✦that’s ✦like ✦someone ✦else’s ✦life. ✦But ✦in ✦the ✦last ✦few ✦
years, ✦I’ve ✦gotten ✦to ✦know ✦my ✦way ✦around ✦the ✦city ✦as ✦it’s ✦being ✦
rebuilt, ✦and ✦I’ve ✦made ✦some ✦friends.
Take, ✦for ✦example, ✦my ✦neighbor. ✦He ✦tinkers ✦with ✦rhyming ✦magic. ✦
He’s ✦also ✦got ✦a ✦1966 ✦Lamborghini ✦Miura ✦parked ✦in ✦front ✦of ✦his ✦house. ✦
Which ✦might ✦seem ✦a ✦little ✦out ✦of ✦place ✦here. ✦It’s ✦very ✦. ✦. ✦. ✦showy. ✦That’s ✦
his ✦memento ✦from ✦Shadow. ✦Remember, ✦I ✦said ✦many ✦of ✦us ✦have ✦ties ✦
back ✦to ✦Shadow. ✦A ✦bit ✦of ✦Shadow ✦that ✦sticks. ✦Well, ✦some ✦of ✦them ✦use ✦
that ✦connection ✦to ✦reach ✦in ✦and ✦pull ✦out ✦a ✦memento. ✦I’m ✦not ✦going ✦to ✦
tell ✦you ✦what ✦mine ✦is. ✦That’s ✦personal.
Which ✦reminds ✦me, ✦I’ve ✦barely ✦mentioned ✦the ✦biggest, ✦probably ✦
most ✦extraordinary ✦part. ✦

THE ALCHEMY 
OF LIES AND TRUTH
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Invisible ✦Sun ✦is ✦deeply ✦character ✦focused. ✦Not ✦
only ✦are ✦the ✦player ✦characters ✦the ✦avatars ✦of ✦
the ✦players ✦of ✦the ✦game, ✦but ✦the ✦characters ✦and ✦

their ✦arcs ✦drive ✦play ✦as ✦well. ✦Character ✦creation ✦
is ✦involved, ✦with ✦many ✦choices, ✦but ✦the ✦esoteric ✦
arts ✦are ✦involved ✦and ✦require ✦a ✦great ✦deal ✦of ✦
introspection, ✦so ✦the ✦intricacy ✦and ✦depth ✦are ✦an ✦
excellent ✦primer ✦for ✦what ✦it ✦means ✦to ✦be ✦a ✦vislae.

WHO ARE THE 
PLAYER CHARACTERS?
Player ✦characters ✦(PCs) ✦are ✦mages, ✦sorcerers, ✦
adepts—people ✦who ✦practice ✦magic. ✦Collectively, ✦you ✦
call ✦yourselves ✦vislae, ✦which ✦refers ✦to ✦the ✦steward ✦
of ✦the ✦Invisible ✦Sun, ✦Visla. ✦To ✦most, ✦“vislae” ✦means ✦
“children ✦of ✦Visla,” ✦and ✦this ✦name ✦comes ✦from ✦the ✦
recognition ✦that ✦anyone ✦who ✦uses ✦magic ✦owes ✦fealty ✦
to ✦and ✦knowingly ✦or ✦unknowingly ✦relies ✦upon ✦Visla ✦
and ✦the ✦Invisible ✦Sun. ✦Vislae ✦call ✦non-vislae ✦“nons.” ✦
It’s ✦not ✦meant ✦to ✦be ✦insulting. ✦Well, ✦not ✦much.
Vislae ✦characters ✦all ✦have ✦one ✦commonality: ✦all ✦
exiled ✦themselves ✦to ✦Shadow long ✦ago ✦to ✦avoid ✦
the ✦War, ✦and ✦have ✦now ✦returned ✦to ✦their ✦homes ✦
in ✦the ✦Actuality. ✦As ✦such, ✦they ✦are ✦reacquainting ✦
themselves ✦with ✦the ✦world ✦and ✦their ✦place ✦in ✦it. ✦
When ✦they ✦left, ✦the ✦PCs ✦had ✦homes ✦and ✦roles ✦in ✦
society. ✦Upon ✦their ✦return, ✦memories ✦came ✦back ✦
slowly, ✦and ✦only ✦in ✦very ✦broad ✦strokes. ✦The ✦world ✦
was ✦changed ✦by ✦the ✦War, ✦but ✦the ✦characters ✦are ✦well ✦
on ✦their ✦way ✦to ✦reclaiming ✦those ✦abandoned ✦lives. ✦
This ✦means ✦that ✦all ✦the ✦PCs ✦walk ✦a ✦strange ✦line ✦
of ✦being ✦both ✦acquainted ✦with ✦the ✦setting ✦and ✦
distant ✦from ✦it. ✦Because ✦although ✦each ✦of ✦them ✦is ✦a ✦
magic-wielding ✦vislae, ✦they ✦were ✦also—recently—

accountants, ✦clerks, ✦and ✦programmers ✦in ✦Shadow. ✦Part ✦
of ✦the ✦Invisible ✦Sun ✦narrative ✦the ✦PCs ✦take ✦part ✦in ✦will ✦
likely ✦involve ✦reconciling ✦those ✦two ✦distinct ✦natures.
Unlike ✦mages ✦found ✦in ✦other ✦fantasy ✦settings ✦
(particularly ✦epic ✦fantasy ✦or ✦swords ✦and ✦sorcery), ✦
vislae ✦do ✦not ✦conform ✦to ✦a ✦physical ✦type. ✦In ✦other ✦
words, ✦they’re ✦not ✦all ✦bookish ✦and ✦slight, ✦or ✦old ✦
men ✦with ✦beards. ✦On ✦the ✦contrary, ✦a ✦barrel-chested ✦
soldier, ✦a ✦graceful ✦gymnast, ✦an ✦obese ✦ex-athlete, ✦a ✦
shadowy ✦assassin, ✦or ✦a ✦lanky ✦professor ✦could ✦all ✦
be ✦vislae. ✦This ✦point ✦takes ✦on ✦even ✦greater ✦nuance ✦
when ✦one ✦considers ✦that ✦most ✦vislae, ✦as ✦they ✦grow ✦

CHARACTERS

Invisible Sun, page 62 

Visla, page 62

Shadow, page 52

Actuality, page 5

THE PATH
Throughout ✦these ✦books, ✦you’ll ✦see ✦page ✦
references ✦to ✦various ✦items ✦accompanied ✦
by ✦the ✦following ✦symbols ✦and ✦colors. ✦
These ✦are ✦page ✦references ✦to ✦other ✦books ✦
within ✦The ✦Black ✦Cube, ✦where ✦you ✦can ✦find ✦
additional ✦details ✦about ✦that ✦item, ✦place, ✦
creature, ✦or ✦concept. ✦It ✦isn’t ✦necessary ✦to ✦
look ✦up ✦referenced ✦items ✦in ✦the ✦books, ✦but ✦
doing ✦so ✦will ✦provide ✦useful ✦information ✦
for ✦character ✦creation ✦and ✦gameplay.

THE GATETHE KEY

THE PATHTHE WAY
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Satyrine’s ✦natives ✦sometimes ✦call ✦it ✦the ✦City ✦of ✦
Notions, ✦because ✦nothing ✦is ✦more ✦important ✦or ✦
valuable ✦there ✦than ✦an ✦idea, ✦a ✦concept, ✦a ✦feeling, ✦
or ✦an ✦emotion. ✦These ✦are ✦commodities ✦that ✦can ✦be ✦
bought ✦and ✦sold ✦in ✦Satyrine. ✦Why, ✦the ✦very ✦currency ✦
of ✦the ✦city—called ✦orbs—represent ✦ideas.

THE PEOPLE
Besides ✦humans, ✦there ✦are ✦many ✦other ✦peoples ✦
that ✦live ✦in ✦the ✦city. ✦The ✦most ✦common ✦(but ✦still ✦
far ✦less ✦numerous ✦than ✦humans) ✦are ✦the ✦elderbrin. 
These ✦shapeshifting ✦beings ✦are—by ✦human ✦
standards—a ✦bit ✦flighty ✦and ✦prone ✦to ✦strange ✦fits ✦
of ✦fancy. ✦Another, ✦even ✦more ✦rare ✦people ✦are ✦the ✦
lacuna. ✦Lacuna ✦exist ✦only ✦as ✦apertures ✦to ✦elsewhere. ✦
They ✦look ✦like ✦person-shaped ✦holes ✦in ✦the ✦very ✦
fabric ✦of ✦reality. ✦Lacuna ✦are ✦secretive ✦and ✦reticent, ✦
and ✦frequently ✦motivated ✦by ✦entirely ✦nonhuman ✦
rationales. ✦There ✦are ✦also ✦very ✦small ✦numbers ✦of ✦
other ✦non-humans, ✦hailing ✦from ✦far-off ✦half-worlds, ✦
each ✦with ✦their ✦own ✦unique ✦form ✦and ✦outlook.
As ✦previously ✦stated, ✦even ✦among ✦humans, ✦not ✦
everyone ✦in ✦Satyrine ✦is ✦a ✦vislae. ✦However, ✦some ✦of ✦
the ✦nons ✦aren’t ✦actually ✦people. ✦Instead, ✦they ✦are ✦
thoughtforms. ✦These ✦servitors ✦are ✦magical ✦force ✦
shaped ✦by ✦sorcerous ✦thought ✦and ✦given ✦existence ✦
in ✦the ✦world ✦to ✦perform ✦tasks. ✦Messengers, ✦
guards, ✦cleaners, ✦and ✦clerks ✦might ✦potentially ✦be ✦
thoughtforms. ✦Thoughtforms ✦look ✦like ✦people, ✦
but ✦some ✦can ✦see ✦their ✦true ✦nature, ✦and ✦even ✦a ✦
brief ✦interaction ✦can ✦suggest ✦to ✦anyone ✦that ✦a ✦
thoughtform ✦is ✦not ✦an ✦actual ✦person. ✦Thoughtforms ✦
don’t ✦have ✦much ✦in ✦the ✦way ✦of ✦emotions, ✦original ✦
thought, ✦or ✦wills ✦of ✦their ✦own. ✦Once, ✦a ✦vislae ✦who ✦
had ✦recently ✦returned ✦from ✦Shadow ✦suggested ✦that ✦
they ✦were ✦like ✦magical ✦robots, ✦and ✦the ✦comparison ✦
is ✦not ✦far ✦off.
And ✦of ✦course, ✦some ✦of ✦the ✦people ✦in ✦Satyrine ✦
aren’t ✦alive. ✦The ✦Dead ✦primarily ✦live ✦in ✦a ✦faraway ✦
place ✦called ✦the ✦Pale, ✦but ✦some ✦take ✦up ✦residence ✦
in ✦Satyrine. ✦While ✦most ✦of ✦these ✦take ✦the ✦form ✦of ✦
ghosts ✦and ✦wraiths ✦that ✦haunt ✦a ✦great ✦many ✦locales, ✦
a ✦few ✦inhabit ✦corporeal ✦bodies ✦and ✦live—well, ✦
exist—and ✦work ✦alongside ✦the ✦living.

more ✦powerful, ✦visit ✦Satyrine’s ✦changeries ✦and ✦have ✦
their ✦bodies ✦reshaped ✦and—often—altered ✦so ✦that ✦
some ✦aspect ✦of ✦them ✦is ✦no ✦longer ✦recognizably ✦
human ✦or ✦even ✦organic. ✦Powerful ✦vislae ✦with ✦
heads ✦shaped ✦like ✦brass ✦cubes, ✦skin ✦of ✦sparkling ✦
diamonds, ✦eyes ✦of ✦green ✦fire, ✦a ✦serpentine ✦lower ✦
body, ✦legs ✦like ✦a ✦spider, ✦or ✦stranger ✦configurations ✦
are ✦all ✦possible ✦and ✦even ✦relatively ✦commonplace.

WHAT DO YOU DO?
In ✦the ✦broadest ✦sense, ✦you ✦are ✦reclaiming ✦and ✦
rebuilding ✦the ✦life ✦you ✦abandoned ✦long ✦ago. ✦In ✦so ✦
doing, ✦you ✦aid ✦a ✦city ✦that ✦is ✦likewise ✦being ✦reclaimed ✦
and ✦rebuilt. ✦More ✦specifically, ✦however, ✦you ✦wield ✦
magic ✦to ✦discover ✦secrets, ✦gather ✦influence, ✦and ✦
amass ✦power.
There ✦are ✦many, ✦many ✦avenues ✦to ✦achieve ✦
such ✦goals. ✦And ✦further, ✦your ✦character ✦will ✦have ✦
individual ✦objectives ✦unique ✦to ✦them ✦that ✦come ✦
from ✦what ✦are ✦called ✦character ✦arcs. ✦Your ✦character ✦
might ✦be ✦looking ✦to ✦solve ✦a ✦particular ✦mystery ✦or ✦
get ✦revenge ✦for ✦a ✦wrong ✦perpetrated ✦against ✦them ✦
in ✦the ✦past. ✦In ✦other ✦words, ✦“What ✦do ✦you ✦do?” ✦is ✦
a ✦question ✦answered ✦fully ✦by ✦each ✦player, ✦not ✦the ✦
game. ✦You ✦are ✦in ✦the ✦driver’s ✦seat. ✦You ✦decide ✦what ✦
your ✦character ✦does.
Particularly ✦ambitious ✦characters ✦do ✦what ✦they ✦do ✦
ultimately ✦to ✦walk ✦the ✦Labyrinth ✦successfully. ✦Those ✦
who ✦succeed ✦at ✦this ✦lofty ✦goal ✦gain ✦incredible ✦power ✦
and ✦access ✦to ✦another ✦sphere ✦of ✦existence ✦altogether, ✦
where ✦they ✦can ✦walk ✦amid ✦the ✦most ✦powerful ✦beings ✦
in ✦the ✦universe ✦and ✦test ✦their ✦mettle ✦against ✦the ✦
greatest ✦challenge ✦in ✦existence. ✦That’s ✦heady ✦stuff, ✦
though, ✦and ✦most ✦characters ✦are ✦unlikely ✦to ✦look ✦so ✦
far ✦ahead ✦from ✦the ✦start ✦(but ✦some ✦might).

WHAT IT IS LIKE TO 
LIVE IN SATYRINE
Characters ✦live ✦in ✦the ✦city ✦of ✦Satyrine. ✦Not ✦everyone ✦
there ✦is ✦a ✦vislae, ✦but ✦most ✦vislae ✦make ✦their ✦home ✦in ✦
the ✦city. ✦It ✦is ✦an ✦ancient ✦place ✦of ✦multiple ✦districts, ✦
each ✦with ✦its ✦own ✦unique ✦nature. ✦Some ✦districts ✦
do ✦not ✦even ✦exist ✦in ✦the ✦same ✦world ✦as ✦the ✦others. ✦

There is another kind of 
person, but most don’t live 

in Satyrine. These are 
shadows, and they hail 

from the Grey. Never real 
people to begin with, they 

are part of the illusion of the 
Grey but are so elaborate—

having existed alongside 
vislae trapped in Shadow—

that they have taken on 
a true life of their own. 

More sophisticated than 
thoughtforms, shadows can 
have personalities, original 

thoughts, emotions, and 
will. It’s possible to play a 

Shadow character. See 
The ✦Gate, page 45.

Orbs, page 181

Elderbrin, page 30
THE PATH

Lacuna, page 30
THE PATH

Labyrinth, page 77
THE PATH

The Dead, page 112

Satyrine, page 65

The Pale, page 53

THE PATH
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THE STRUCTURES
Satyrine ✦is ✦a ✦sparsely ✦populated ✦city. ✦Some ✦of ✦its ✦
streets ✦remain ✦quiet ✦and ✦empty ✦much ✦of ✦the ✦time. ✦
Others ✦bustle ✦with ✦life. ✦Almost ✦all ✦are ✦twisting, ✦
strange ✦affairs. ✦Buildings ✦stretch ✦in ✦impossible ✦
directions ✦and ✦streets ✦wrap ✦around ✦themselves ✦
like ✦Mobius ✦strips. ✦Structures ✦move, ✦and ✦avenues ✦
repeat. ✦Places ✦trail ✦off ✦into ✦seeming ✦nothingness. ✦
Until ✦you ✦really ✦know ✦your ✦way ✦around, ✦getting ✦lost ✦
in ✦Satyrine ✦is ✦practically ✦a ✦given.
This ✦is ✦not ✦helped ✦by ✦the ✦fact ✦that ✦much ✦of ✦the ✦
city ✦is ✦in ✦ruins. ✦Just ✦a ✦few ✦years ✦ago, ✦the ✦terrible ✦
War ✦raged ✦across ✦the ✦Actuality ✦(and ✦in ✦particular ✦
Satyrine). ✦Whole ✦sections ✦of ✦the ✦city ✦were ✦destroyed, ✦
with ✦the ✦weapons ✦that ✦wreaked ✦the ✦damage—called ✦
Hate ✦Cysts—hidden ✦in ✦the ✦Ruined ✦Expanses, ✦where ✦
they ✦continue ✦to ✦inflict ✦further ✦woe. ✦Many ✦areas ✦
remain ✦in ✦their ✦sad ✦(and ✦dangerous) ✦state, ✦providing ✦
difficult ✦urban ✦wildernesses ✦to ✦cross ✦to ✦get ✦from ✦
one ✦city ✦district ✦to ✦another. ✦Of ✦course, ✦(relatively) ✦
safe ✦paths ✦and ✦bridges ✦have ✦been ✦created ✦to ✦make ✦
getting ✦around ✦easier. ✦If ✦you ✦know ✦the ✦way.

THE INSTITUTIONS
The ✦rulers ✦of ✦Satyrine ✦are ✦as ✦complicated ✦as ✦the ✦
city ✦itself. ✦Ostensibly, ✦a ✦group ✦of ✦three ✦potentially ✦
godlike ✦individuals ✦called ✦the ✦Deathless ✦Triumvirate 
rule ✦the ✦city. ✦They ✦are ✦aloof ✦and ✦distant, ✦however, ✦
which ✦means ✦that ✦real ✦power ✦is ✦far ✦more ✦local. ✦
Gerents ✦manage ✦districts ✦and ✦neighborhoods, ✦and ✦
each ✦employs ✦their ✦own ✦personal ✦law ✦enforcement, ✦
emergency ✦responders, ✦and ✦civil ✦servants ✦(a ✦great ✦
many ✦of ✦these ✦are ✦thoughtforms).
When ✦it ✦comes ✦to ✦law ✦enforcement, ✦however, ✦
we ✦would ✦be ✦remiss ✦in ✦not ✦mentioning ✦the ✦Thah. 
This ✦quasi-military ✦organization ✦is ✦independent ✦
but ✦nevertheless ✦acts ✦as ✦one ✦of ✦the ✦city’s ✦major ✦law ✦
enforcement ✦and ✦peacekeeping ✦agencies. ✦Thah ✦
wear ✦gold ✦and ✦red ✦uniforms ✦and ✦their ✦touch ✦is ✦their ✦
weapon. ✦They ✦wield ✦fear ✦rather ✦than ✦authority.
Meanwhile, ✦the ✦Magisterium ✦oversee ✦the ✦thirteen ✦
secret ✦souls ✦of ✦all ✦the ✦inhabitants ✦of ✦the ✦city ✦(and ✦
in ✦fact, ✦all ✦those ✦outside ✦as ✦well). ✦Thirteen ✦is ✦the ✦
number ✦of ✦mortality, ✦and ✦all ✦mortal ✦souls ✦have ✦

It’s ✦possible ✦to ✦start ✦a ✦new ✦character ✦just ✦as ✦they ✦
leave ✦Shadow, ✦or ✦even ✦have ✦the ✦first ✦session ✦start ✦
with ✦the ✦character(s) ✦in ✦Shadow ✦and ✦play ✦out ✦
the ✦first ✦transition. ✦This ✦isn’t ✦recommended, ✦at ✦
least ✦the ✦first ✦time, ✦because ✦it ✦has ✦a ✦tendency ✦to ✦
set ✦the ✦character ✦apart ✦from ✦or ✦even ✦against ✦the ✦
setting. ✦This ✦isn’t ✦a ✦story ✦about ✦characters ✦in ✦a ✦
strange ✦land ✦trying ✦to ✦get ✦back ✦to ✦where ✦they’re ✦
from, ✦or ✦one ✦about ✦accepting ✦the ✦impossible ✦
truth ✦of ✦one’s ✦world. ✦You ✦can ✦use ✦Invisible ✦Sun ✦
to ✦tell ✦those ✦stories, ✦but ✦they’re ✦not ✦a ✦part ✦of ✦the ✦
core ✦story ✦here. ✦Shadow ✦is ✦the ✦past. ✦It ✦is ✦a ✦pale, ✦
uninteresting, ✦and ✦ephemeral ✦shade ✦of ✦reality. ✦
Although ✦the ✦seductive ✦call ✦of ✦one’s ✦past ✦is ✦an ✦
aspect ✦of ✦Invisible ✦Sun ✦(see ✦Falling ✦Back ✦Into ✦
Shadow, ✦The Gate, ✦page ✦7), ✦the ✦core ✦story ✦is ✦
about ✦the ✦Actuality, ✦the ✦present, ✦and ✦the ✦future.

Don’t pretend it’s not all 
very strange. As an Invisible 
Sun player, your character 

has just spent a great deal of 
time in Shadow—just like 
you. Yes, your character’s 
back in the surreal world 
of the Actuality, where 

magic and wonder are a 
part of life, but their time 
in Shadow allows them 

to see the world with new 
eyes. Eyes very much like 
yours. Eyes unaccustomed 
to origami buildings and 

intelligent, floating jellyfish. 
Find that place within 
yourself where you can 

marvel at the wonders but 
accept them as reality so 

you can move on. A vislae’s 
unique perspective of having 
lived in both Shadow and 

the Actuality mirrors a 
player’s perspective of 
being caught up in the 

wonder and yet wanting 
to escape—at least for a 
time—into the fiction.

Hate Cysts, page 73

Deathless Triumvirate, 
page 65

Gerent, page 71

Thah, page 71

Magisterium, page 77

THE PATH

Secret soul, page 139
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a ✦link ✦to ✦one ✦of ✦the ✦thirteen ✦secret ✦souls. ✦The ✦
Magisterium ✦keep ✦the ✦secrets ✦and ✦maintain ✦the ✦
power ✦of ✦each ✦soul.
There ✦are ✦many ✦schools ✦and ✦disciplines ✦of ✦magic, ✦
but ✦only ✦four ✦are ✦worth ✦mentioning. ✦The ✦orders ✦
of ✦magic ✦are ✦the ✦Order ✦of ✦the ✦Vance, ✦the ✦Order of 
Makers, ✦the ✦Order ✦of ✦Weavers, ✦and ✦the ✦Order of 
Goetica. ✦While ✦all ✦figure ✦prominently ✦in ✦Satyrine, ✦
the ✦leadership ✦of ✦the ✦Orders ✦of ✦the ✦Vance ✦and ✦
Goetica ✦meet ✦in ✦Satyrine ✦in ✦majestic ✦cathedral-like ✦
fortresses. ✦(Those ✦who ✦reject ✦the ✦four ✦orders ✦are ✦
labeled Apostate.)
Lastly, ✦we ✦should ✦mention ✦the ✦changeries. ✦These ✦
places ✦use ✦extensive ✦and ✦complex ✦techniques ✦to ✦
reshape ✦the ✦bodies ✦of ✦those ✦who ✦can ✦afford ✦their ✦
services. ✦The ✦changed ✦are ✦called ✦the ✦Perfected, ✦and ✦
they ✦are ✦numerous ✦in ✦Satyrine, ✦particularly ✦among ✦
the ✦upper ✦class ✦and ✦the ✦vislae. ✦Money ✦and ✦time ✦are ✦
the ✦only ✦limits ✦on ✦what ✦the ✦changeries ✦can ✦do ✦or ✦
what ✦forms ✦they ✦bestow.

BEYOND SATYRINE
Satyrine ✦lies ✦at ✦the ✦heart ✦of ✦a ✦world ✦called ✦Indigo, ✦so ✦
named ✦because ✦it ✦is ✦the ✦realm ✦illuminated ✦by ✦the ✦
Indigo ✦Sun. ✦But ✦there ✦are ✦other ✦suns, ✦and ✦their ✦light ✦
defines ✦other ✦worlds ✦that ✦coexist ✦with ✦Indigo. ✦There ✦
are ✦eight ✦such ✦suns ✦in ✦total, ✦plus ✦the ✦Invisible ✦Sun: ✦
Silver, ✦Green, ✦Blue, ✦Indigo, ✦Grey, ✦Pale, ✦Red, ✦and ✦
Gold.
Each ✦sun ✦embodies ✦a ✦concept, ✦carried ✦within ✦
the ✦light ✦it ✦sheds ✦upon ✦the ✦world ✦below ✦it. ✦For ✦
example, ✦not ✦only ✦is ✦the ✦Red ✦Sun ✦one ✦of ✦destruction ✦
and ✦change, ✦but ✦the ✦realm ✦it ✦creates ✦through ✦its ✦
illumination ✦is ✦likewise ✦a ✦demon-haunted ✦world ✦of ✦
violence ✦and ✦mayhem.
Beyond ✦these ✦realms ✦lies ✦the ✦cold ✦and ✦dismal ✦
Dark, ✦where ✦no ✦sun’s ✦light ✦reaches. ✦And ✦scattered ✦
amid ✦the ✦whole ✦thing ✦are ✦the ✦so-called ✦half-worlds, ✦
fragment ✦planes, ✦and ✦isolated ✦dimensional ✦corners. ✦
The ✦Actuality ✦is ✦vast ✦and ✦complex.

THE PATH OF SUNS

Order of the Vance, page 37

Order of Makers, 
page 42

Order of Weavers, 
page 48

Order of Goetica,
page 52

Apostate, page 50

Changeries, page 117
THE WAY

Perfected, page 102

Indigo, page 46

Silver, page 38

Green, page 41

Blue, page 43

Grey, page 52

Pale, page 53

Red, page 56

Gold, page 59

Dark, page 62
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The Silver Sun

The Green Sun
The Invisible Sun

The Blue Sun

The Pale Sun

The Red Sun

The Gold Sun

The Indigo Sun The Grey Sun
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A FEW OTHER THINGS 
YOU’LL WANT TO KNOW
A ✦theory ✦(one ✦among ✦many) ✦holds ✦that ✦the ✦Actuality ✦
is ✦a ✦spell ✦in ✦the ✦midst ✦of ✦being ✦cast. ✦Originally ✦
cast ✦at ✦the ✦center ✦of ✦time, ✦it ✦spreads ✦both ✦forward ✦
and ✦backward, ✦creating ✦not ✦only ✦everything ✦but ✦
every ✦moment ✦as ✦well. ✦The ✦being ✦who ✦cast ✦the ✦
spell ✦is ✦utterly ✦unknown ✦(and, ✦by ✦most ✦accounts, ✦
unknowable), ✦but ✦they ✦have ✦left ✦behind ✦remnants ✦
and ✦clues ✦that ✦people ✦lump ✦together ✦and ✦call ✦the ✦
Legacy. ✦The ✦Legacy ✦is ✦often ✦discussed ✦as ✦if ✦it ✦is ✦
the ✦creator ✦being, ✦when ✦it ✦is ✦actually ✦a ✦collection ✦
of ✦relics, ✦lore, ✦and ✦creatures. ✦Beings ✦referred ✦to ✦
as ✦angels ✦are ✦a ✦part ✦of ✦the ✦Legacy, ✦for ✦example. ✦
Those ✦who ✦wish ✦to ✦study ✦the ✦Legacy ✦and ✦plumb ✦its ✦
mysteries ✦are ✦directed ✦to ✦the ✦Silent ✦Church.
The ✦War. ✦As ✦previously ✦mentioned, ✦there ✦was—
not ✦terribly ✦long ✦ago—a ✦great ✦and ✦terrible ✦War. ✦So ✦
great ✦were ✦the ✦spells ✦used ✦in ✦this ✦conflict ✦that ✦today ✦
most ✦people ✦are ✦literally ✦unable ✦to ✦speak ✦of ✦it. ✦The ✦
War, ✦then, ✦remains ✦shrouded ✦in ✦mystery. ✦Its ✦scars, ✦
however, ✦continue ✦to ✦run ✦deep, ✦both ✦physically ✦and ✦
emotionally.
Satyrine ✦has ✦strange ✦weather ✦systems, ✦but ✦none ✦
hold ✦a ✦more ✦significant ✦place ✦in ✦the ✦minds ✦of ✦its ✦
inhabitants ✦than ✦the ✦storms ✦that ✦bring ✦keyfalls, ✦
where ✦keys ✦rain ✦from ✦the ✦sky. ✦Most ✦of ✦these ✦are ✦
conventional ✦keys, ✦but ✦mixed ✦amid ✦them ✦are ✦
special, ✦so-called ✦wicked ✦keys ✦that ✦can ✦be ✦used ✦to ✦
open ✦or ✦bypass ✦anything: ✦not ✦just ✦doors, ✦but ✦people, ✦
problems, ✦or ✦situations.
The ✦Noösphere ✦is ✦a ✦nonphysical ✦realm ✦created ✦
by ✦intelligent ✦thought. ✦Its ✦streets ✦and ✦plazas ✦are ✦
made ✦of ✦memory, ✦and ✦its ✦buildings ✦are ✦thoughts ✦
and ✦emotions. ✦Everyone ✦with ✦a ✦mind ✦is ✦a ✦part ✦of ✦
and ✦(often ✦unknowingly) ✦helps ✦to ✦create ✦and ✦sustain ✦
this ✦mental ✦network, ✦but ✦those ✦who ✦understand ✦it ✦
can ✦tap ✦into ✦it ✦as ✦a ✦communication ✦or ✦information ✦
resource. ✦

KEY POINTS
  Vislae ✦are ✦those ✦who ✦study ✦the ✦ways ✦of ✦magic.
  The ✦terrible ✦War ✦is ✦over.
  Many ✦vislae ✦fled ✦into ✦Shadow ✦(the ✦Grey) ✦
during ✦the ✦War.

  The ✦vislae ✦are ✦slowly ✦coming ✦back, ✦but ✦their ✦
experience ✦in ✦Shadow ✦has ✦altered ✦them.

  Every ✦former ✦exile ✦has ✦a ✦Shadow ✦memento.
  The ✦Grey ✦is ✦the ✦shadow ✦of ✦Indigo, ✦the ✦real ✦
world, ✦cast ✦by ✦the ✦light ✦of ✦the ✦Invisible ✦Sun.

  The ✦Invisible ✦Sun ✦is ✦the ✦source ✦of ✦magical ✦power.
  Satyrine ✦is ✦a ✦huge ✦city ✦in ✦Indigo, ✦and ✦much ✦of ✦
it ✦still ✦lies ✦in ✦ruins ✦from ✦the ✦War.

  The ✦weapons ✦used ✦in ✦the ✦War ✦were ✦fueled ✦by ✦
pure ✦hatred ✦and ✦destruction.

  The ✦ruins ✦of ✦Satyrine ✦are ✦dangerous ✦but ✦are ✦
slowly ✦being ✦reclaimed.

  There ✦are ✦many ✦forces ✦at ✦work ✦within ✦
Satyrine, ✦a ✦city ✦where ✦thought ✦and ✦emotion ✦
are ✦more ✦important ✦than ✦material ✦goods.

  These ✦forces ✦include ✦the ✦Magisterium, ✦the ✦
various ✦Orders ✦of ✦the ✦Invisible ✦Church, ✦the ✦
Deathless ✦Triumvirate, ✦and ✦the ✦Thah.

  Keyfalls ✦are ✦magical ✦storms ✦in ✦Satyrine ✦that ✦
drop ✦keys. ✦Some ✦are ✦useful, ✦but ✦a ✦few—called ✦
wicked ✦keys—are ✦extraordinarily ✦potent ✦and ✦
can ✦change ✦reality.

  The ✦Noösphere ✦is ✦network ✦of ✦conscious ✦
minds ✦that ✦stretches ✦throughout ✦the ✦Actuality.

  “The ✦Legacy” ✦is ✦a ✦term ✦to ✦describe ✦objects ✦of ✦
power, ✦beings, ✦forces, ✦and ✦places ✦left ✦behind ✦
by ✦the ✦entity ✦that ✦is ✦believed ✦to ✦have ✦created ✦
the ✦Actuality.

  Elderbrin ✦are ✦mystical ✦beings ✦that ✦can ✦alter ✦
their ✦appearance ✦and ✦take ✦a ✦multitude ✦of ✦
strange forms.

  Lacuna ✦are ✦beings ✦that ✦are ✦literally ✦intelligent ✦
rifts ✦in ✦the ✦universe, ✦leading ✦to ✦elsewhere.

  Death ✦is ✦a ✦transition ✦to ✦another ✦state, ✦called ✦
the ✦Pale, ✦and ✦it ✦is ✦possible ✦to ✦return ✦from ✦it.

  Other ✦suns ✦include ✦the ✦Green, ✦the ✦Blue, ✦the ✦
Red, ✦the ✦Silver, ✦and ✦the ✦Gold. ✦Each ✦represents ✦
an ✦entirely ✦different ✦plane ✦of ✦existence, ✦but ✦
also ✦the ✦components ✦of ✦a ✦mortal ✦soul.

Sometimes, late at night, 
one can find a veteran 

of the War, too drunk to 
be fully ensorcelled, who 
might tell war stories in 

whispers, but even these are 
disjointed, contradictory, 

and incomplete.

Wicked keys, page 207

Objects of Power, 
page 111

THE WAY

Legacy, page 6
THE PATH

Noösphere, page 14
THE PATH

Silent Church, page 81

The War, page 65

THE PATH

Shadow memento, page 154
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  As ✦time ✦goes ✦on, ✦the ✦appearance ✦of ✦some ✦
vislae ✦changes ✦drastically. ✦Powerful ✦vislae ✦don’t ✦
necessarily ✦look ✦human—or ✦in ✦some ✦cases ✦
organic—unless ✦it ✦suits ✦their ✦desire.

  When ✦a ✦vislae ✦dies, ✦they ✦often ✦have ✦the ✦ability ✦
to ✦return ✦as ✦a ✦ghost, ✦or ✦restore ✦themselves ✦back ✦
to ✦life.

  When ✦a ✦vislae ✦dies, ✦their ✦body ✦often ✦reflects ✦
some ✦aspect ✦of ✦their ✦nature. ✦The ✦body ✦of ✦a ✦
corrupt ✦mage ✦full ✦of ✦despair ✦might ✦be ✦found ✦
swarming ✦with ✦beetles. ✦The ✦body ✦of ✦a ✦more ✦
pure-hearted ✦vislae ✦might ✦crumble ✦into ✦a ✦series ✦
of ✦sacred ✦relics.

CREATING A 
VISLAE CHARACTER
Creating ✦a ✦character ✦involves ✦a ✦number ✦of ✦steps, ✦
and ✦at ✦each ✦step, ✦you ✦must ✦make ✦choices. ✦This ✦
process ✦isn’t ✦just ✦to ✦determine ✦how ✦hardy ✦your ✦
character ✦is ✦and ✦how ✦many ✦skills ✦and ✦spells ✦they ✦
can ✦use. ✦It’s ✦also ✦to ✦develop ✦a ✦character ✦with ✦a ✦
background, ✦a ✦personality, ✦and ✦goals. ✦A ✦character ✦
with ✦a ✦life. ✦
Everything ✦in ✦the ✦Invisible ✦Sun ✦game ✦revolves ✦
around ✦the ✦characters ✦and ✦their ✦character ✦arcs, ✦
so ✦characters ✦are ✦intricate ✦and ✦complex, ✦just ✦like ✦
real ✦people. ✦Developing ✦a ✦character’s ✦background, ✦
home, ✦connections, ✦rivals, ✦and ✦so ✦on—all ✦of ✦which ✦
are ✦called ✦a ✦character’s ✦foundation—is ✦such ✦an ✦
important ✦part ✦of ✦the ✦game ✦that ✦the ✦first ✦session ✦
is ✦always ✦a ✦group ✦experience ✦where ✦all ✦such ✦
information ✦is ✦created. ✦In ✦other ✦words, ✦a ✦player ✦
creates ✦their ✦character, ✦but ✦the ✦group ✦helps ✦create ✦
the ✦context ✦around ✦that ✦character ✦in ✦a ✦formal ✦(and ✦
fun) ✦process ✦that ✦begins ✦a ✦narrative.

THE TESTAMENT 
(AND THE VERTULA KADA)
Vislae ✦are ✦tied ✦to ✦the ✦Invisible ✦Sun ✦and ✦its ✦
guardian, ✦Visla. ✦Hence ✦the ✦name. ✦They ✦draw ✦their ✦
magical ✦power ✦from ✦the ✦Invisible ✦Sun, ✦and ✦thus ✦a ✦
fundamental ✦part ✦of ✦their ✦very ✦nature ✦is ✦wrapped ✦up ✦
in ✦the ✦connection ✦with ✦it ✦that ✦they ✦take ✦with ✦them ✦

WHAT IT MEANS 
TO BE A VISLAE
Vislae ✦aren’t ✦like ✦other ✦people. ✦They’re ✦not ✦just ✦
normal ✦folks ✦who ✦happen ✦to ✦know ✦a ✦few ✦spells ✦(and ✦
for ✦that ✦matter, ✦“knowing ✦a ✦spell” ✦is ✦much ✦more ✦
than ✦waving ✦your ✦hands ✦the ✦right ✦way ✦and ✦saying ✦
some ✦magic ✦words). ✦Strangeness ✦follows ✦them, ✦
even ✦by ✦the ✦standards ✦of ✦a ✦world ✦that ✦might ✦be ✦
characterized ✦as ✦already ✦being ✦full ✦of ✦strangeness, ✦
or ✦in ✦a ✦world ✦where ✦“strange” ✦is ✦normal. ✦Some ✦of ✦
this ✦is ✦good, ✦and ✦offers ✦vislae ✦advantages ✦that ✦others ✦
do ✦not ✦have. ✦Some ✦of ✦this ✦strangeness ✦is ✦an ✦outright ✦
danger, ✦the ✦sort ✦of ✦thing ✦that ✦makes ✦even ✦people ✦in ✦
Indigo ✦sometimes ✦avoid ✦them ✦or ✦never ✦attempt ✦to ✦
learn ✦the ✦art ✦of ✦magic ✦in ✦the ✦first ✦place. ✦
Some ✦of ✦the ✦more ✦significant ✦bits ✦of ✦strangeness ✦
in ✦a ✦vislae’s ✦existence ✦include ✦the ✦following.

  Vislae ✦know ✦a ✦secret ✦language ✦that ✦only ✦they ✦
can ✦speak.

  Vislae ✦houses ✦are ✦usually ✦haunted ✦by ✦spirits ✦or ✦
infested ✦by ✦magical ✦pests.

  Vislae ✦houses ✦often ✦end ✦up ✦with ✦a ✦secret ✦room ✦
that ✦even ✦the ✦vislae ✦didn’t ✦know ✦was ✦there ✦(at ✦
least ✦at ✦first).

  Like ✦all ✦things, ✦knowing ✦a ✦vislae’s ✦secret ✦name ✦
gives ✦you ✦power ✦over ✦them. ✦However, ✦knowing ✦
it ✦also ✦gives ✦them ✦power ✦over ✦you.

  Vislae ✦can ✦recognize ✦the ✦intentions ✦and ✦
emotional ✦state ✦of ✦another ✦vislae ✦by ✦watching ✦
them ✦cast ✦spells.

  Vislae ✦possess ✦objects ✦that ✦represent ✦them ✦and ✦
hold ✦a ✦portion ✦of ✦their ✦own ✦essence.

  Vislae ✦have ✦their ✦own ✦types ✦of ✦currency ✦of ✦value ✦
only ✦to ✦them.

  It ✦is ✦dangerous ✦to ✦awaken ✦a ✦vislae ✦from ✦a ✦
dream. ✦There ✦is ✦a ✦chance ✦that ✦the ✦unfinished ✦
dream ✦will ✦come ✦with ✦him ✦into ✦the ✦real ✦world.

  Vislae ✦have ✦different ✦aspects—literally ✦
versions ✦of ✦themselves ✦that ✦coexist ✦but ✦operate ✦
independently ✦on ✦different ✦levels ✦of ✦reality—so ✦
vislae ✦are ✦properly ✦referred ✦to ✦as ✦“they.”

  Objects ✦in ✦proximity ✦to ✦and ✦of ✦importance ✦to ✦a ✦
vislae ✦sometimes ✦gain ✦magical ✦properties ✦(not ✦
always ✦beneficial).

Some people would argue 
that those who never 

attempt it, by definition, do 
not have the talent. Only 
those who can become a 
vislae truly try, and those 
who have the potential 

are compelled to make the 
attempt. In other words, 

people who have the 
potential but do not become 
vislae are vanishingly rare, 

usually existing only in very 
special circumstances.

Vislae are often called 
mages and sometimes 

adepts, esoterics, ascended, 
illuminated, practitioners, 

enlightened, awakened, 
casters, canny ones, zelators, 

and initiates. Only those 
truly out of fashion or 
ignorant use the term 

“wizard.” Sorcerer, warlock, 
magician, magister, and 

witch are terms embraced by 
a few and rejected by most 
to be on par with wizard. 

Magic user, spellcaster, and 
a few other even rarer terms 

exist, but are practically 
never used.

For players wanting more 
simplistic characters, 

the Shadow character is 
available.

Shadow character, 
page 45

THE GATE
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Testament ✦of ✦Suns ✦is ✦a ✦guide ✦through ✦character ✦
creation ✦and ✦an ✦icon ✦representing ✦the ✦finished ✦
character. ✦(As ✦it ✦also ✦represents ✦the ✦Invisible ✦Sun, ✦it ✦
figures ✦prominently ✦into ✦the ✦use ✦of ✦the ✦Sooth ✦Deck.) ✦

Apostates, ✦of ✦course, ✦must ✦be ✦different ✦from ✦
everyone ✦else. ✦Apostates ✦are ✦vislae ✦who ✦reject ✦the ✦
orders ✦of ✦magic, ✦and ✦thus ✦reject ✦the ✦Testament ✦of ✦
Suns. ✦They ✦carry ✦their ✦own ✦object, ✦which ✦they ✦call ✦
the ✦vertula ✦kada. ✦This ✦name ✦comes ✦from ✦all ✦the ✦
aspects ✦of ✦a ✦character ✦other ✦than ✦order, ✦because ✦they ✦
eschew ✦orders. ✦A ✦vertula ✦kada ✦is ✦a ✦more ✦abstract, ✦
angular, ✦multi-piece ✦object ✦of ✦glass, ✦crystal, ✦or ✦metal.
But ✦since ✦most ✦vislae ✦use ✦the ✦Testament ✦of ✦Suns, ✦
and ✦since ✦you ✦don’t ✦know ✦what ✦order ✦to ✦choose ✦
before ✦character ✦creation ✦begins, ✦we ✦will ✦use ✦the ✦
Testament ✦as ✦our ✦guide ✦through ✦the ✦character ✦
creation ✦process.
Once ✦character ✦creation ✦is ✦complete, ✦each ✦vislae ✦can ✦
be ✦described ✦in ✦a ✦sentence: ✦“I ✦am ✦a ✦blank blank ✦of ✦the ✦
Order of blank ✦who ✦blanks.” ✦Four ✦of ✦the ✦character’s ✦
aspects ✦determine ✦the ✦parts ✦of ✦that ✦sentence. ✦So ✦a ✦
character ✦is ✦a ✦[FOUNDATION] ✦[HEART] ✦of ✦the ✦Order ✦
of ✦[ORDER] ✦who ✦[FORTE]. ✦The ✦Black ✦Cube ✦provides ✦
blank ✦versions ✦of ✦the ✦four-page ✦character ✦tome ✦a ✦player ✦
uses ✦to ✦record ✦all ✦their ✦information.
Alternatively, ✦some ✦players ✦might ✦choose ✦to ✦have ✦
the ✦heart ✦be ✦an ✦adjective ✦rather ✦than ✦a ✦noun ✦in ✦
their ✦sentence, ✦making ✦the ✦name ✦of ✦their ✦order ✦the ✦

everywhere ✦they ✦go. ✦All ✦vislae ✦carry ✦an ✦object ✦that ✦
represents ✦this ✦connection. ✦This ✦object ✦is ✦called ✦the ✦
Testament ✦of ✦Suns ✦and ✦looks ✦like ✦a ✦stylized ✦hand ✦
with ✦six ✦fingers. ✦

Because ✦nothing ✦can ✦ever ✦mean ✦just ✦one ✦thing, ✦
however, ✦the ✦Testament ✦also ✦describes ✦a ✦vislae’s ✦
unique ✦individual ✦nature. ✦Each ✦of ✦the ✦fingers ✦
represents ✦a ✦different ✦aspect ✦of ✦the ✦character. ✦In ✦the ✦
secret ✦language ✦of ✦the ✦vislae, ✦those ✦six ✦aspects ✦are ✦
tor, ✦da, ✦tu, ✦ka, ✦la, ✦and ✦ver. ✦Translated, ✦those ✦mean ✦
order, ✦heart, ✦forte, ✦soul, ✦foundation, ✦and ✦arc.
Character ✦creation ✦involves ✦determining ✦each ✦
of ✦these ✦six ✦aspects, ✦in ✦that ✦sequence. ✦So ✦the ✦
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eight ✦steps ✦to ✦character ✦creation ✦that ✦we ✦will ✦number ✦0 ✦
through ✦7. ✦(0 ✦is ✦numbered ✦as ✦such ✦because ✦it ✦is ✦optional ✦
and ✦exists ✦outside ✦the ✦aspects ✦of ✦a ✦character, ✦dealing ✦
more ✦with ✦the ✦player.)
You ✦can ✦do ✦steps ✦0 ✦through ✦4 ✦on ✦your ✦own, ✦
although ✦doing ✦them ✦in ✦conjunction ✦with ✦the ✦game ✦
master ✦(GM) ✦is ✦not ✦a ✦bad ✦idea. ✦Steps ✦5 ✦through ✦7 ✦
should ✦be ✦done ✦in ✦conjunction ✦with ✦the ✦other ✦players, ✦
and ✦will ✦likely ✦be ✦handled ✦when ✦you ✦get ✦together ✦for ✦
the ✦first ✦session ✦of ✦the ✦game. ✦Steps ✦1 ✦through ✦7 ✦all ✦
have ✦their ✦own ✦dedicated ✦chapters ✦in ✦this ✦tome ✦to ✦
help ✦guide ✦you ✦through ✦the ✦choices ✦involved.
Step ✦0: ✦Choose ✦a ✦roleplaying ✦style.
Step ✦1: ✦Choose ✦an ✦order.
Step ✦2: ✦Choose ✦a ✦heart.
Step ✦3: ✦Choose ✦a ✦forte.
Step ✦4: ✦Choose ✦a ✦soul.
Step ✦5: ✦Build ✦a ✦foundation.
Step ✦6: ✦Choose ✦a ✦character ✦arc.
Step ✦7: ✦Create ✦bonds ✦and ✦an ✦initial ✦group ✦
desideratum.

noun. ✦(Each ✦of ✦the ✦heart ✦names ✦are ✦also, ✦handily, ✦
an ✦adjective.) ✦This ✦makes ✦the ✦sentence ✦instead: ✦“I ✦
am ✦a ✦[FOUNDATION], ✦[HEART] ✦[ORDER] ✦who ✦
[FORTE].” ✦So ✦a ✦character ✦might ✦be ✦an ✦Itinerant 
Galant ✦of ✦the ✦Order ✦of ✦the ✦Vance ✦who ✦Revels ✦in ✦
Beauty, ✦or ✦they ✦might ✦be ✦an ✦Itinerant, ✦Galant ✦Vance ✦
who ✦Revels ✦in ✦Beauty. ✦

THE SIX FINGERS OF THE 
TESTAMENT OF SUNS
With ✦the ✦Testament ✦in ✦mind, ✦you ✦create ✦a ✦vislae ✦in ✦six ✦
steps, ✦listed ✦below. ✦Some ✦of ✦the ✦steps ✦are ✦simple, ✦and ✦
others ✦are ✦involved. ✦All ✦exist ✦so ✦that ✦you ✦can ✦develop ✦
a ✦deep ✦and ✦dynamic ✦character. ✦Six ✦is ✦the ✦number ✦of ✦
death ✦and ✦is ✦generally ✦regarded ✦as ✦ill-favored, ✦so ✦we ✦
shall ✦include ✦a ✦seventh ✦step, ✦which ✦involves ✦the ✦bonds ✦
a ✦character ✦has ✦with ✦their ✦closest ✦friends. ✦But ✦seven ✦is ✦
the ✦number ✦of ✦change ✦and ✦transition, ✦and ✦eight ✦is ✦the ✦
number ✦of ✦rebirth ✦and ✦new ✦beginnings ✦(and ✦in ✦so ✦many ✦
ways, ✦vislae ✦returning ✦from ✦Shadow ✦are, ✦in ✦a ✦very ✦real ✦
sense, ✦experiencing ✦rebirth). ✦So ✦there ✦are, ✦in ✦fact, ✦
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Every order has its own 
character tome, designed to 
hold its specific information.

GMs should record each 
character’s sentence in 
The ✦Guiding ✦Hand.
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Attainer

An ✦attainer ✦is ✦inwardly ✦focused. ✦They ✦amass ✦power ✦
and ✦seek ✦self-improvement. ✦They ✦want ✦more ✦spells, ✦
more ✦skills, ✦more ✦abilities, ✦more ✦cool ✦gear, ✦and ✦
more ✦money. ✦They ✦might ✦have ✦plans ✦for ✦what ✦they ✦
amass, ✦or ✦they ✦might ✦just ✦be ✦gathering ✦it ✦all ✦for ✦its ✦
own ✦sake. ✦Either ✦way, ✦they ✦are ✦focused ✦on ✦the ✦tally ✦
sheet ✦of ✦what ✦they ✦have, ✦what ✦they ✦know, ✦and ✦what ✦
they ✦can ✦do.

Achiever

An ✦achiever ✦is ✦story-focused. ✦Goals ✦are ✦important, ✦
and ✦success ✦at ✦achieving ✦them ✦is ✦paramount. ✦
Achievers ✦set ✦specific ✦goals ✦for ✦themselves, ✦and ✦then ✦
develop ✦plans ✦for ✦how ✦to ✦reach ✦them. ✦Alternatively, ✦
achievers ✦are ✦the ✦ones ✦who ✦grab ✦hold ✦tightest ✦when ✦
a ✦story ✦hook ✦is ✦placed ✦before ✦them. ✦They ✦want ✦to ✦see ✦
a ✦story ✦completed. ✦All ✦the ✦rest ✦is ✦just ✦a ✦part ✦of ✦the ✦
larger ✦tale ✦being ✦told. ✦

STEP 1: CHOOSE AN ORDER
Step ✦1 ✦is ✦choosing ✦your ✦order ✦because ✦it ✦is ✦likely ✦
the ✦most ✦fundamental ✦choice ✦you’ll ✦make. ✦Every ✦
character ✦is ✦broadly ✦defined ✦by ✦creating ✦a ✦sentence ✦
about ✦them. ✦In ✦the ✦character ✦sentence, ✦the ✦order ✦
is ✦the ✦noun. ✦While ✦it’s ✦not ✦the ✦first ✦part ✦of ✦the ✦
sentence, ✦it’s ✦probably ✦the ✦most ✦important.
Understandably, ✦then, ✦while ✦a ✦player ✦makes ✦many ✦
choices, ✦none ✦is ✦more ✦important ✦than ✦their ✦order. ✦
An ✦order ✦is ✦an ✦organization ✦that ✦they ✦belong ✦to ✦
and ✦can ✦advance ✦within, ✦and ✦that ✦determines ✦the ✦
way ✦they ✦express ✦their ✦magical ✦talents. ✦There ✦are ✦
four ✦(no, ✦five) ✦orders: ✦Vances, ✦Makers, ✦Weavers, ✦
and ✦Goetics. ✦There ✦are ✦also ✦Apostates, ✦who ✦eschew ✦
the ✦orders. ✦The ✦different ✦orders ✦approach ✦the ✦use ✦
of ✦magic ✦in ✦entirely ✦different ✦ways—each ✦has ✦its ✦
own ✦“system” ✦of ✦magic. ✦The ✦character ✦tomes ✦are ✦
individualized ✦based ✦on ✦order, ✦so ✦there ✦is ✦a ✦different ✦
version ✦tailored ✦to ✦each.
When ✦referring ✦to ✦their ✦order, ✦Vances ✦say, ✦
“Order ✦of ✦the ✦Vance.” ✦Weavers ✦and ✦Makers ✦just ✦say, ✦
“Order ✦of ✦Weavers” ✦and ✦“Order ✦of ✦Makers.” ✦Goetics ✦
sometimes ✦say, ✦“Order ✦of ✦Goetics” ✦and ✦other ✦times ✦
use ✦the ✦more ✦formal ✦“Order ✦of ✦Goetica.” ✦Apostates ✦

STEP 0: CHOOSE A 
ROLEPLAYING STYLE
Why ✦a ✦“step ✦0?” ✦Well, ✦because ✦it’s ✦sort ✦of ✦optional. ✦
This ✦choice ✦doesn’t ✦shape ✦your ✦character ✦in ✦any ✦
way. ✦However, ✦it ✦accomplishes ✦two ✦things. ✦First ✦
and ✦foremost, ✦it ✦gets ✦you ✦thinking ✦about ✦how ✦you ✦
want ✦to ✦proceed ✦with ✦the ✦other ✦steps. ✦Second, ✦it ✦
informs ✦the ✦GM ✦of ✦your ✦desires ✦and ✦intentions, ✦
which ✦is ✦helpful ✦and ✦important ✦for ✦them ✦to ✦develop ✦
the ✦game ✦you’re ✦all ✦going ✦to ✦play. ✦In ✦fact, ✦the ✦GM ✦
sections ✦of ✦The Gate ✦reference ✦these ✦styles ✦many ✦
times ✦in ✦relation ✦to ✦events, ✦goals, ✦and ✦experiences ✦in ✦
Invisible ✦Sun.
There ✦are ✦four ✦roleplaying ✦styles, ✦all ✦extremely ✦
broad: ✦builder, ✦explorer, ✦attainer, ✦and ✦achiever. ✦They ✦
don’t ✦speak ✦to ✦the ✦kinds ✦of ✦encounters ✦you ✦enjoy ✦
playing ✦or ✦how ✦you ✦approach ✦different ✦challenges. ✦
Instead, ✦since ✦the ✦game ✦encourages ✦you ✦to ✦be ✦very ✦
proactive, ✦they ✦cover ✦what ✦motivates ✦your ✦character.

Builder

A ✦builder ✦adds ✦to ✦the ✦world. ✦They ✦look ✦beyond ✦
themselves ✦and ✦see ✦the ✦bigger ✦picture, ✦and ✦they ✦
want ✦to ✦be ✦a ✦part ✦of ✦it. ✦They ✦want ✦to ✦make ✦their ✦
mark ✦on ✦the ✦world ✦by ✦creating ✦something ✦new: ✦a ✦
home, ✦an ✦organization, ✦a ✦book ✦of ✦lore, ✦or ✦anything ✦
else. ✦This ✦drive ✦to ✦create ✦could ✦be ✦altruistic, ✦or ✦it ✦
might ✦be ✦selfish. ✦Either ✦way, ✦builders ✦are ✦organized ✦
dreamers ✦with ✦big ✦plans.

Explorer

Explorers ✦look ✦for ✦new ✦people, ✦places, ✦things, ✦and ✦
experiences. ✦They ✦seek ✦understanding. ✦Knowledge. ✦
Nothing ✦is ✦more ✦intriguing ✦to ✦the ✦explorer ✦than ✦
what ✦lies ✦behind ✦a ✦locked ✦door, ✦within ✦the ✦pages ✦of ✦
a ✦forbidden ✦book, ✦or ✦in ✦the ✦mind ✦of ✦an ✦intriguing ✦
nonplayer ✦character ✦(NPC). ✦Anything ✦else ✦in ✦the ✦
game ✦is ✦just ✦a ✦means ✦to ✦the ✦end ✦of ✦answering ✦every ✦
question, ✦solving ✦every ✦mystery, ✦and ✦exploring ✦every ✦
nook ✦and ✦cranny.

Many players will find that 
more than one style applies 
to them. In this case, style is 
a character-specific choice. 

It’s less about you as a 
player in general and more 
about you as a player of this 

specific character.

Players determine their own 
advancement paths. As they 
become more experienced, 
they can move up in degree 
in their order (gaining new 
knowledge as well as new 
authority), or they can 

advance by choosing new 
skills, spells, forte abilities, 

and secrets, and never 
bother with degrees at all. 
Regardless, advancement 

is as much based on 
roleplaying actions and 

interactions as it is a strict 
function of game mechanics. 

This is a game for players 
who love to devote time and 

attention to getting their 
character just right.

GMs should record each 
player’s style in 

The ✦Guiding ✦Hand.
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Later, ✦your ✦forte ✦might ✦gain ✦an ✦appurtenance ✦that ✦
modifies ✦it ✦even ✦more, ✦but ✦starting ✦characters ✦don’t ✦
need ✦to ✦worry ✦about ✦that. ✦

STEP 4: CHOOSE A SOUL
All ✦characters ✦have ✦a ✦secret. ✦Well, ✦they ✦likely ✦have ✦
many, ✦but ✦the ✦deepest ✦secret ✦anyone ✦possesses ✦lies ✦
within ✦their ✦own ✦soul. ✦All ✦vislae ✦have ✦an ✦allegiance ✦
to ✦one ✦of ✦thirteen ✦secret ✦souls. ✦These ✦secret ✦souls ✦
are ✦governed ✦by ✦a ✦group ✦of ✦beings ✦called ✦the ✦
Magisterium. ✦Each ✦has ✦a ✦Soul ✦Guardian ✦that ✦a ✦vislae ✦
can ✦call ✦upon ✦in ✦a ✦time ✦of ✦need ✦(for ✦a ✦hefty ✦price ✦that ✦
has ✦little ✦to ✦do ✦with ✦money).
This ✦means ✦every ✦vislae ✦has ✦a ✦portion ✦of ✦their ✦
soul ✦that ✦is ✦connected ✦to ✦the ✦larger ✦world. ✦How ✦
this ✦portion ✦aligns ✦with ✦that ✦same ✦portion ✦of ✦
other ✦vislae’s ✦souls ✦determines ✦a ✦bit ✦of ✦significant ✦
information ✦about ✦the ✦vislae. ✦
Soul ✦allegiances ✦can ✦help ✦determine ✦outlook ✦
and ✦personality, ✦to ✦a ✦degree, ✦but ✦they ✦affect ✦magic ✦
more ✦directly, ✦particularly ✦for ✦advanced ✦characters. ✦
They ✦are ✦to ✦be ✦kept ✦secret, ✦and ✦as ✦such ✦are ✦never ✦
mentioned ✦as ✦part ✦of ✦the ✦sentence ✦that ✦describes ✦the ✦
character. ✦To ✦put ✦it ✦another ✦way, ✦secret ✦souls ✦are ✦the ✦
unspoken ✦part ✦of ✦the ✦describing ✦sentence.
You’ll ✦find ✦more ✦about ✦souls ✦in ✦Soul.

STEP 5: BUILD A FOUNDATION
Your ✦foundation ✦is ✦your ✦life. ✦Where ✦do ✦you ✦live? ✦
What ✦did ✦you ✦do ✦before? ✦What ✦did ✦you ✦do ✦while ✦in ✦
Shadow? ✦Who ✦do ✦you ✦know? ✦
This ✦is ✦the ✦first ✦step ✦that ✦you ✦should ✦do ✦at ✦least ✦
partially ✦in ✦conjunction ✦with ✦the ✦other ✦players. ✦In ✦
fact, ✦The ✦First ✦Session ✦offers ✦a ✦system ✦designed ✦so ✦
that ✦they ✦can ✦help ✦you. ✦
Foundation ✦defines:

  the ✦vislae’s ✦home ✦(and ✦neighborhood)
  the ✦vislae’s ✦Shadow ✦skill
  the ✦vislae’s ✦Shadow ✦memento
  the ✦vislae’s ✦personal ✦quirk
  the ✦vislae’s ✦connections and NPC ✦bonds
More ✦information ✦on ✦developing ✦a ✦foundation ✦can ✦
be ✦found ✦in ✦Foundation.

just ✦say, ✦“an ✦Apostate.” ✦Collectively, ✦all ✦vislae ✦are ✦
sometimes ✦referred ✦to ✦as ✦the ✦Invisible ✦Church, ✦
again ✦showing ✦their ✦connection ✦to ✦the ✦Invisible ✦Sun ✦
and ✦its ✦patron/warden, ✦Visla.
In ✦brief, ✦Vances ✦are ✦sorcerers ✦who ✦prepare ✦and ✦cast ✦
spells ✦they ✦learn ✦from ✦books, ✦and ✦they ✦believe ✦that ✦
spells ✦are, ✦in ✦their ✦own ✦way, ✦intelligent ✦in ✦and ✦of ✦
themselves. ✦Makers, ✦as ✦the ✦name ✦suggests, ✦use ✦magic ✦
to ✦create ✦powerful ✦items. ✦Weavers ✦cast ✦spells ✦with ✦a ✦
very ✦fluid ✦and ✦improvisational ✦sort ✦of ✦sorcery. ✦Goetics ✦
use ✦their ✦magical ✦skills ✦to ✦summon ✦demons ✦and ✦other ✦
creatures ✦to ✦do ✦their ✦bidding. ✦Apostates ✦dwell ✦outside ✦
these ✦categories ✦and ✦find ✦their ✦own ✦paths.
For ✦more ✦on ✦orders, ✦see ✦Order.

STEP 2: CHOOSE A HEART
Your ✦heart ✦defines ✦your ✦essence. ✦It ✦is ✦the ✦most ✦
basic ✦building ✦block ✦of ✦your ✦character. ✦It ✦is ✦a ✦broad ✦
personality ✦type, ✦but ✦it ✦is ✦also ✦an ✦essential ✦marker ✦
for ✦a ✦character ✦that ✦ties ✦them ✦into ✦how ✦they ✦interact ✦
with ✦the ✦ebbs ✦and ✦flows ✦of ✦magic. ✦There ✦are ✦four ✦
different ✦hearts ✦to ✦choose ✦from ✦in ✦Heart: ✦intuitive, ✦
quick ✦thinking ✦Galants; ✦contemplative, ✦thoughtful ✦
Stoics; ✦emotional, ✦personable ✦Empaths; ✦and ✦
passionate, ✦hair-trigger ✦Ardents.
Heart ✦is ✦what ✦determines ✦the ✦starting ✦values ✦of ✦
your ✦stats, ✦Certes ✦and ✦Qualia. ✦Look ✦to ✦Statistics ✦and ✦
Skills ✦for ✦information ✦on ✦stats.

STEP 3: CHOOSE A FORTE
Forte ✦plays ✦a ✦huge ✦part ✦in ✦determining ✦what ✦your ✦
character ✦does. ✦This ✦is ✦why ✦all ✦fortes ✦have ✦names ✦
that ✦are ✦verbs ✦rather ✦than ✦nouns. ✦Fuses ✦Nightmare ✦
to ✦Fist, ✦for ✦example, ✦or ✦Breathes ✦Runes. ✦While ✦order ✦
determines ✦many ✦of ✦your ✦capabilities ✦and ✦skills, ✦forte ✦
is ✦the ✦all-important ✦facet ✦that ✦makes ✦your ✦character ✦
unique. ✦A ✦Goetic ✦who ✦Dwells ✦in ✦Darkness ✦is ✦going ✦
to ✦use ✦his ✦order’s ✦summoning ✦skills ✦and ✦spells ✦very ✦
differently ✦than ✦a ✦Goetic ✦who ✦Channels ✦Strength ✦and ✦
Skill. ✦The ✦former ✦is ✦likely ✦to ✦deal ✦with ✦demons ✦to ✦help ✦
uncover ✦secret, ✦hidden ✦lore, ✦while ✦the ✦latter ✦will ✦focus ✦
on ✦summoning ✦entities ✦to ✦complement ✦the ✦knowledge ✦
and ✦abilities ✦he ✦channels ✦from ✦others. ✦Look ✦to ✦Forte 
for ✦dozens ✦of ✦fortes ✦to ✦choose ✦from.

Order, page 34

Magisterium, page 140

Soul Guardian, page 140

Heart, page 65

Souls, page 139

Statistics and Skills, 
page 24

Fuses Nightmare to Fist, 
page 100

Breathes Runes, page 78

Dwells in Darkness, page 94

Channels Strength and 
Skill, page 86

The First Session, page 194

Home, page 149

Neighborhood, page 152

Shadow skill, page 154

Shadow memento, page 154

Personal quirk, page 154

Connections, page 156

NPC bonds, page 157

Forte, page 70

Appurtenance, page 35
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many ✦being ✦suggested ✦by ✦the ✦events ✦of ✦the ✦
narrative—but ✦some ✦character ✦arcs ✦have ✦a ✦cost ✦to ✦
begin. ✦However, ✦the ✦arc ✦you ✦choose ✦at ✦the ✦beginning ✦
is ✦always ✦free. ✦
More ✦information ✦on ✦character ✦arcs ✦can ✦be ✦found ✦
in ✦Character ✦Arcs.

STEP 7: FORM BONDS
The ✦very ✦end ✦of ✦the ✦character ✦creation ✦process ✦
requires ✦the ✦GM ✦and ✦other ✦players. ✦At ✦this ✦time, ✦
you ✦develop ✦the ✦neighborhood ✦around ✦your ✦house, ✦
choose ✦the ✦bonds ✦you ✦have ✦with ✦the ✦other ✦PCs, ✦
determine ✦what ✦ephemera ✦you ✦begin ✦the ✦game ✦with, ✦
and ✦devise ✦the ✦group’s ✦initial ✦general ✦goal, ✦called ✦the ✦
desideratum.
When ✦you ✦build ✦a ✦character’s ✦foundation, ✦it ✦
becomes ✦crystal ✦clear ✦that ✦in ✦Invisible ✦Sun, ✦PCs ✦
are ✦individuals ✦with ✦their ✦own ✦agendas, ✦their ✦
own ✦homes, ✦and ✦their ✦own ✦lives. ✦But ✦roleplaying ✦
games ✦are ✦about ✦groups ✦of ✦PCs ✦working ✦together, ✦
and ✦(other ✦than ✦in ✦Development ✦Mode, ✦which ✦is ✦a ✦
separate ✦style ✦of ✦play) ✦Invisible ✦Sun ✦is ✦no ✦exception. ✦
So ✦why ✦do ✦the ✦PCs ✦work ✦together?
Because ✦they ✦have ✦bonds ✦that ✦tie ✦them ✦together, ✦
forming ✦relationships. ✦Bonds ✦can ✦define ✦familial ✦
relationships, ✦friendship, ✦romantic ✦interest, ✦debt ✦
obligations, ✦and ✦more. ✦What’s ✦more, ✦characters ✦
might ✦gain ✦both ✦special ✦advantages ✦and ✦drawbacks ✦
based ✦on ✦the ✦bonds ✦they ✦choose.
Not ✦every ✦character ✦needs ✦to ✦be ✦bonded ✦to ✦every ✦
other ✦character, ✦but ✦each ✦PC ✦needs ✦to ✦have ✦a ✦bond ✦
to ✦at ✦least ✦one ✦other ✦character. ✦PCs ✦can ✦also ✦have ✦
bonds ✦to ✦specific ✦NPCs ✦or ✦connections ✦to ✦groups ✦
and ✦organizations ✦as ✦well. ✦These ✦are ✦handled ✦as ✦part ✦
of ✦a ✦character’s ✦foundation.
You ✦will ✦definitely ✦want ✦to ✦work ✦with ✦the ✦other ✦
players ✦while ✦creating ✦PC ✦bonds.
More ✦information ✦on ✦devising ✦bonds ✦can ✦be ✦
found ✦in ✦The ✦First ✦Session.

STEP 6: CHOOSE A CHARACTER ARC
Character ✦arcs ✦offer ✦the ✦main ✦way ✦for ✦characters ✦to ✦
earn ✦the ✦points ✦that ✦they ✦spend ✦to ✦advance ✦(called ✦
Acumen ✦and ✦Crux). ✦They ✦are ✦a ✦way ✦for ✦a ✦character ✦
to ✦have ✦a ✦goal ✦and ✦take ✦steps ✦to ✦advance ✦that ✦goal. ✦
You ✦might ✦start ✦with ✦a ✦desire ✦to ✦find ✦a ✦mentor, ✦
learn ✦a ✦secret, ✦or ✦avenge ✦the ✦death ✦of ✦a ✦friend, ✦for ✦
example. ✦The ✦character ✦arc ✦tracks ✦your ✦progress ✦as ✦
you ✦attempt ✦to ✦accomplish ✦one ✦of ✦those ✦things.
You ✦start ✦with ✦a ✦single ✦arc. ✦You ✦can ✦undertake ✦as ✦
many ✦arcs ✦as ✦you ✦wish ✦as ✦the ✦game ✦progresses—

Acumen and Crux, page 22

Character Arcs, page 162

The First Session, page 194

Development Mode, 
page 6
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attempts), ✦you’re ✦adding ✦to ✦your ✦venture. ✦When ✦
you ✦have ✦a ✦total, ✦you ✦subtract ✦the ✦venture ✦from ✦the ✦
challenge. ✦If ✦the ✦result ✦is ✦0 ✦or ✦less, ✦you ✦don’t ✦need ✦
to ✦roll. ✦If ✦the ✦result ✦is ✦1 ✦or ✦higher, ✦that’s ✦the ✦number ✦
you ✦need ✦to ✦roll ✦on ✦your ✦die ✦to ✦succeed.

SPELLS
Spells ✦are ✦magical ✦workings ✦performed ✦by ✦vislae ✦to ✦
accomplish ✦all ✦manner ✦of ✦tasks. ✦They ✦can ✦include ✦
rendering ✦you ✦invisible, ✦protecting ✦you ✦from ✦harm, ✦
or ✦transporting ✦you ✦great ✦distances.
Spells ✦have ✦levels, ✦and ✦the ✦higher ✦the ✦level, ✦the ✦
more ✦powerful ✦the ✦spell. ✦To ✦cast ✦a ✦spell, ✦you ✦must ✦
pay ✦a ✦cost ✦equal ✦to ✦its ✦level ✦from ✦your ✦Sorcery ✦stat ✦
pool ✦(Sorcery ✦is ✦a ✦part ✦of ✦your ✦Qualia, ✦described ✦in ✦
Statistics ✦and ✦Skills).
Spells, ✦of ✦course, ✦are ✦only ✦one ✦type ✦of ✦magical ✦
working ✦(the ✦most ✦common). ✦There ✦are ✦also ✦minor ✦
magical ✦practices ✦called ✦cantrips, ✦charms, ✦signs, ✦
and ✦hexes. ✦There ✦are ✦long-form ✦workings ✦called ✦
enchantments, ✦rituals, ✦and ✦invocations.
Characters ✦learn ✦new ✦spells ✦(and ✦other ✦workings) ✦
by ✦spending ✦Acumen, ✦typically ✦1 ✦point ✦per ✦spell ✦
level.

SECRETS
Secrets ✦are ✦things ✦you ✦can ✦learn ✦to ✦“shortcut” ✦reality. ✦
They ✦provide ✦ways ✦to ✦do ✦things ✦that ✦you ✦shouldn’t ✦
be ✦able ✦to ✦do ✦normally. ✦For ✦example, ✦normally ✦
you ✦can’t ✦put ✦more ✦power ✦into ✦a ✦spell ✦to ✦increase ✦
its ✦effectiveness. ✦Normally, ✦you ✦can’t ✦know ✦when ✦
someone ✦speaks ✦your ✦name ✦1,000 ✦miles ✦(1,600 ✦km) ✦
away. ✦Normally, ✦you ✦can’t ✦steal ✦an ✦idea ✦right ✦out ✦of ✦
someone’s ✦mind. ✦But ✦with ✦secrets, ✦you ✦can ✦do ✦all ✦of ✦
these ✦things ✦and ✦more. ✦
Like ✦spells, ✦secrets ✦have ✦levels. ✦Unlike ✦spells, ✦it ✦
usually ✦doesn’t ✦cost ✦you ✦anything ✦to ✦use ✦an ✦ability ✦
unlocked ✦through ✦a ✦secret.
Characters ✦learn ✦new ✦secrets ✦by ✦spending ✦
Acumen, ✦typically ✦1 ✦point ✦per ✦secret ✦level.

DAMAGE
When ✦you ✦suffer ✦damage, ✦it ✦comes ✦in ✦the ✦form ✦of ✦
Injuries. ✦An ✦attack ✦that ✦inflicts ✦2 ✦damage ✦gives ✦you ✦

CHARACTER CREATION 
CONCEPTS
Although ✦they ✦are ✦important ✦to ✦character ✦creation, ✦
some ✦of ✦the ✦rules ✦concepts ✦mentioned ✦in ✦this ✦book ✦
aren’t ✦found ✦here, ✦but ✦are ✦discussed ✦fully ✦in ✦other ✦
books. ✦The ✦main ✦examples ✦are ✦briefly ✦defined ✦
below. ✦For ✦more ✦information ✦on ✦any ✦aspect ✦of ✦the ✦
setting, ✦see ✦The Path.

ACUMEN AND CRUX
The ✦way ✦you ✦measure ✦character ✦advancement ✦is ✦
through ✦Acumen ✦and ✦Crux. ✦These ✦are ✦points ✦you ✦
earn ✦for ✦performing ✦tasks ✦or ✦having ✦significant ✦
experiences. ✦The ✦things ✦that ✦earn ✦you ✦Acumen ✦
or ✦Crux ✦might ✦not ✦be ✦the ✦same ✦things ✦that ✦earn ✦
them ✦for ✦other ✦characters, ✦as ✦each ✦character ✦has ✦a ✦
different ✦path, ✦different ✦goals, ✦and ✦different ✦arcs.
Crux ✦are ✦divided ✦into ✦Joy ✦and ✦Despair. ✦Very ✦
generally ✦speaking, ✦you ✦gain ✦Joy ✦when ✦good ✦things ✦
happen, ✦and ✦Despair ✦when ✦bad ✦things ✦happen. ✦1 ✦Joy ✦
and ✦1 ✦Despair, ✦together, ✦form ✦1 ✦Crux, ✦so ✦you ✦need ✦
some ✦of ✦both ✦in ✦your ✦life.
Generally, ✦Crux ✦allow ✦you ✦to ✦gain ✦greater ✦abilities ✦
related ✦to ✦your ✦order ✦and ✦your ✦forte, ✦while ✦Acumen ✦
allow ✦you ✦to ✦gain ✦new ✦ad-hoc ✦abilities ✦like ✦spells, ✦
secrets, ✦and ✦skills.

VENTURE AND CHALLENGE
When ✦you ✦attempt ✦to ✦do ✦something, ✦the ✦GM ✦will ✦
assign ✦it ✦a ✦challenge. ✦If ✦it’s ✦trivial ✦(like ✦walking ✦
across ✦the ✦room), ✦the ✦challenge ✦is ✦0, ✦which ✦means ✦
there’s ✦no ✦die ✦roll ✦involved. ✦Most ✦of ✦the ✦time, ✦you ✦
don’t ✦even ✦phrase ✦it ✦in ✦terms ✦of ✦game ✦mechanics. ✦
The ✦GM ✦just ✦says, ✦“Okay, ✦then ✦what ✦do ✦you ✦do?”
If ✦it’s ✦not ✦trivial, ✦the ✦challenge ✦is ✦1 ✦or ✦higher. ✦Most ✦
of ✦the ✦time, ✦challenges ✦don’t ✦go ✦above ✦10 ✦unless ✦
there’s ✦something ✦quite ✦extraordinary ✦involved. ✦
Meanwhile, ✦the ✦player ✦puts ✦forth ✦a ✦venture. ✦Venture ✦
is ✦the ✦total ✦amount ✦by ✦which ✦you ✦modify ✦the ✦action. ✦
You ✦might ✦add ✦skill ✦level, ✦circumstance ✦modifiers, ✦
or ✦points ✦you ✦spend ✦from ✦your ✦stats. ✦All ✦of ✦this ✦will ✦
be ✦explained ✦more ✦fully ✦later, ✦but ✦what ✦you ✦need ✦
to ✦know ✦now ✦is ✦that ✦each ✦time ✦you ✦add ✦to ✦your ✦
action ✦(such ✦as ✦if ✦a ✦spell ✦gives ✦you ✦+1 ✦to ✦persuasion ✦

Challenges above 10 
are extraordinary. Of 
course, in this setting, 

the extraordinary 
isn’t all that rare.

Qualia, page 27

GM determines the 
challenge. Player adds 
together their venture. 

Challenge minus venture is 
the number you need to roll. 

Bonuses a character gets 
due to skills, circumstances, 
spells, tools, or weapons all 
add to the venture. Every 
single task in the game 

works like this.

Spells, page 46
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Secrets, page 84
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Challenge, page 18
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have ✦access ✦to, ✦but ✦normally ✦these ✦are ✦seemingly ✦
magical ✦whims ✦gifted ✦by ✦the ✦universe, ✦if ✦the ✦vislae ✦is ✦
open ✦to ✦such ✦things.
Like ✦just ✦about ✦everything ✦else, ✦ephemera ✦and ✦
objects ✦of ✦power ✦have ✦levels.

SOOTH DECK
When ✦something ✦significant ✦happens ✦in ✦the ✦game, ✦
the ✦GM ✦will ✦turn ✦over ✦a ✦card ✦in ✦the ✦Sooth ✦Deck. 
Among ✦other ✦things, ✦the ✦card ✦revealed ✦will ✦change ✦
the ✦way ✦magic ✦works, ✦making ✦certain ✦spells ✦and ✦
effects ✦more ✦powerful, ✦and ✦others ✦less ✦so. ✦These ✦
changes ✦are ✦frequent ✦and ✦usually ✦fleeting, ✦and ✦they ✦
reflect ✦the ✦fact ✦that ✦the ✦magical ✦world ✦is ✦a ✦complex, ✦
ever-shifting ✦one. ✦Since ✦events ✦that ✦cause ✦a ✦card ✦
turn ✦are ✦usually ✦magical, ✦this ✦shows ✦that ✦the ✦more ✦
one ✦uses ✦magic, ✦the ✦more ✦magic ✦gets ✦disrupted, ✦
like ✦a ✦still ✦pond ✦into ✦which ✦more ✦and ✦more ✦pebbles ✦
are ✦dropped, ✦causing ✦ripples ✦that ✦then ✦interact ✦with ✦
other ✦ripples, ✦and ✦so ✦on.

2 ✦Injuries. ✦When ✦you ✦have ✦3 ✦Injuries, ✦they ✦become ✦
a ✦Wound ✦(if ✦the ✦attack ✦was ✦physical) ✦or ✦an ✦Anguish ✦
(if ✦the ✦attack ✦was ✦to ✦your ✦mind). ✦If ✦you ✦suffer ✦3 ✦
Wounds ✦or ✦Anguish, ✦you ✦die.
Certain ✦things ✦will ✦absorb ✦or ✦negate ✦incoming ✦
damage. ✦Some ✦particularly ✦horrific ✦(usually ✦magical) ✦
attacks ✦skip ✦Injuries ✦and ✦inflict ✦Wounds ✦or ✦Anguish ✦
directly.

EPHEMERA AND OBJECTS OF POWER
Ephemera ✦objects and objects ✦of ✦power ✦are ✦items ✦
imbued ✦with ✦magic ✦that ✦a ✦character ✦will ✦gain ✦
throughout ✦the ✦narrative. ✦Ephemera ✦are ✦one-use ✦
items ✦like ✦a ✦potion ✦you ✦drink ✦or ✦an ✦amulet ✦whose ✦
power ✦you ✦call ✦upon ✦and ✦consume. ✦Objects ✦of ✦
power ✦last ✦longer—sometimes ✦forever.
Characters ✦are ✦limited ✦in ✦how ✦many ✦ephemera ✦
they ✦can ✦have ✦at ✦one ✦time. ✦Rather ✦than ✦a ✦physical ✦
ephemera ✦object, ✦a ✦character ✦can ✦meditate ✦to ✦learn ✦
fleeting ✦spell-like ✦practices ✦called ✦incantations. 
Powerful ✦vislae ✦can ✦choose ✦which ✦incantations ✦they ✦

Ephemera objects, 
page 100

Objects of power, page 110

Incantations, page 106

THE WAY

Sooth Deck, page 72
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Character ✦arcs ✦and ✦story ✦arcs ✦are ✦central ✦to ✦
Invisible ✦Sun ✦because ✦they ✦are ✦how ✦the ✦
game ✦invests ✦itself ✦in ✦stories ✦and ✦character ✦

depth ✦and ✦development. ✦They ✦are ✦the ✦main ✦ways ✦
that ✦the ✦game ✦remains ✦character ✦focused. ✦Rather ✦
than ✦following ✦a ✦quest ✦given ✦to ✦you ✦by ✦an ✦NPC, ✦with ✦
character ✦arcs, ✦you ✦decide ✦what ✦you ✦do, ✦and ✦why.
Choosing ✦your ✦first ✦character ✦arc ✦is ✦the ✦sixth ✦step ✦
of ✦character ✦creation. ✦Even ✦after ✦you ✦finish ✦the ✦arc, ✦
you’ll ✦undoubtedly ✦have ✦(at ✦least ✦one) ✦more, ✦so ✦it ✦
remains ✦an ✦important ✦part ✦of ✦your ✦defining ✦essence, ✦
represented ✦by ✦all ✦six ✦fingers ✦of ✦the ✦Testament ✦of ✦
Suns.
You ✦choose ✦an ✦arc ✦for ✦your ✦character, ✦and ✦as ✦the ✦
character ✦progresses ✦through ✦the ✦story ✦points ✦of ✦
the ✦arc, ✦they ✦earn ✦Acumen ✦(and ✦possibly ✦Joy ✦or ✦
Despair) ✦to ✦reflect ✦that ✦progress. ✦Because ✦character ✦
arcs ✦are ✦frameworks ✦in ✦which ✦to ✦build ✦an ✦individual ✦
character’s ✦stories, ✦they ✦are ✦very ✦general. ✦It’s ✦up ✦to ✦
the ✦players ✦and ✦the ✦GM ✦to ✦make ✦the ✦details ✦fit.
As ✦you ✦move ✦through ✦the ✦various ✦steps ✦in ✦the ✦arc, ✦
from ✦the ✦opening ✦to ✦the ✦climax ✦and ✦the ✦resolution, ✦
you ✦earn ✦Acumen ✦rewards. ✦At ✦the ✦end ✦of ✦a ✦session, ✦
as ✦each ✦player ✦goes ✦through ✦their ✦character ✦
summary, ✦they ✦describe ✦how ✦actions ✦that ✦happened ✦
in ✦the ✦session ✦equate ✦to ✦the ✦completion ✦of ✦a ✦step ✦(or ✦
possibly ✦more ✦than ✦one ✦step) ✦in ✦their ✦character ✦arc. ✦
If ✦everyone ✦agrees, ✦the ✦character ✦gets ✦their ✦Acumen 
reward, ✦as ✦detailed ✦in ✦that ✦arc.
Within ✦the ✦arc, ✦most ✦of ✦the ✦time ✦a ✦step ✦is ✦probably ✦
optional, ✦depending ✦on ✦the ✦situation—although ✦it’s ✦
hard ✦to ✦envision ✦most ✦arcs ✦without ✦some ✦kind ✦of ✦
opening, ✦climax, ✦or ✦resolution. ✦Steps ✦other ✦than ✦the ✦
opening, ✦the ✦climax, ✦and ✦the ✦resolution ✦can ✦be ✦done ✦
in ✦any ✦order. ✦

CHARACTER ARCS (VER)

Acumen, page 22

Character summaries,  
page 9

THE GATE
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“One finds the beginning of the 
path to understanding when one 
realizes it has no end.”

—The Book of Nhagil

Character ✦development ✦is ✦the ✦key ✦that ✦drives ✦all ✦
play ✦in ✦Invisible ✦Sun. ✦So ✦much ✦so, ✦in ✦fact, ✦that ✦it’s ✦
best ✦to ✦think ✦of ✦character ✦creation ✦as ✦an ✦ongoing ✦
process. ✦Even ✦with ✦one’s ✦character ✦tome ✦all ✦filled ✦out ✦
and ✦ready, ✦you’re ✦never ✦actually ✦done. ✦Events ✦occur, ✦
secrets ✦are ✦discovered, ✦and ✦lore ✦is ✦mastered ✦that ✦
alter ✦characters ✦in ✦both ✦personality ✦and ✦abilities. ✦
Just ✦like ✦characters ✦in ✦your ✦favorite ✦stories. ✦Just ✦like ✦
real ✦people. ✦Each ✦character ✦has ✦their ✦own ✦character ✦
arcs, ✦many ✦determined ✦by ✦the ✦choices ✦they’ve ✦made ✦
(the ✦order ✦they ✦belong ✦to; ✦their ✦patron, ✦if ✦any; ✦their ✦
background; ✦their ✦enemies; ✦and ✦so ✦on), ✦that ✦key ✦
into ✦the ✦actions ✦they ✦take ✦in ✦the ✦game. ✦For ✦example, ✦
a ✦character ✦might ✦have ✦a ✦character ✦arc ✦that ✦says ✦
that, ✦because ✦of ✦their ✦allegiance ✦with ✦King ✦Nine, ✦
they ✦want ✦to ✦find ✦any ✦information ✦they ✦can ✦about ✦
something ✦called ✦the ✦Fatigue ✦Bible. ✦Now ✦any ✦action ✦
they ✦take ✦based ✦on ✦that ✦goal ✦might ✦earn ✦them ✦points ✦
called ✦Acumen. ✦Obviously, ✦if ✦they ✦change ✦their ✦
allegiance, ✦they ✦might ✦lose ✦this ✦arc. ✦In ✦that ✦case, ✦
they ✦will ✦get ✦another. ✦The ✦point ✦is ✦that ✦characters ✦
are ✦ever-changing, ✦and ✦these ✦changes ✦are ✦story ✦
based, ✦not ✦simply ✦game ✦mechanics. ✦
Advancement ✦is ✦like ✦tinkering. ✦You ✦might ✦tinker ✦
with ✦the ✦choices ✦of ✦various ✦abilities, ✦spells, ✦or ✦
secrets ✦to ✦deal ✦more ✦damage ✦with ✦your ✦attacks, ✦or ✦
you ✦might ✦tinker ✦as ✦you ✦decide ✦whether ✦to ✦align ✦
yourself ✦with ✦the ✦current ✦leader ✦of ✦your ✦order ✦or ✦
the ✦upstart ✦secessionist ✦who ✦wants ✦to ✦break ✦away ✦
and ✦start ✦a ✦new ✦group. ✦You ✦tinker ✦with ✦the ✦designs ✦

your ✦new ✦face ✦will ✦have ✦once ✦you’ve ✦earned ✦enough ✦
money ✦to ✦pay ✦the ✦changery. ✦You ✦tinker ✦with ✦whether ✦
it ✦fits ✦your ✦character ✦better ✦to ✦pursue ✦the ✦secret ✦of ✦
talking ✦to ✦red ✦shadows ✦or ✦another ✦that ✦allows ✦you ✦to ✦
persuade ✦locks ✦to ✦open.

CURRENCIES OF 
ADVANCEMENT
There ✦are ✦three ✦currencies ✦involved ✦in ✦advancing ✦
your ✦character.

ACUMEN
You ✦gain ✦Acumen ✦by ✦just ✦experiencing ✦life. ✦You ✦
earn ✦it ✦as ✦a ✦part ✦of ✦your ✦character ✦arc, ✦or ✦as ✦general ✦
rewards ✦from ✦the ✦GM ✦based ✦on ✦experiences ✦you ✦
have. ✦In ✦this ✦way, ✦it’s ✦not ✦wrong ✦to ✦think ✦of ✦Acumen ✦
as ✦“experience ✦points.” ✦You ✦spend ✦Acumen ✦to ✦get ✦
new ✦skills, ✦spells, ✦secrets, ✦and ✦so ✦on. ✦Acumen ✦
comes ✦and ✦goes, ✦but ✦you ✦only ✦need ✦to ✦keep ✦track ✦of ✦
your ✦current ✦total.

JOY
You ✦gain ✦Joy ✦by ✦doing ✦the ✦things ✦you ✦love. ✦
Happiness, ✦inspiration, ✦support, ✦and ✦fulfillment ✦
allow ✦you ✦to ✦hone ✦your ✦strengths ✦and ✦expand ✦
your ✦horizons. ✦You’ll ✦earn ✦Joy ✦by ✦concluding ✦
character ✦arcs ✦successfully ✦or ✦accomplishing ✦other ✦
deeds. ✦You’ll ✦also ✦get ✦Joy ✦directly ✦from ✦the ✦GM, ✦
who ✦will ✦sometimes ✦insert ✦a ✦twist ✦in ✦the ✦tale ✦that ✦
makes ✦things ✦better ✦for ✦you. ✦This ✦direct, ✦positive ✦
“intrusion” ✦into ✦the ✦narrative ✦earns ✦you ✦1 ✦Joy.
You ✦combine ✦Joy ✦with ✦Despair ✦to ✦form ✦another ✦
sort ✦of ✦“experience ✦point” ✦called ✦Crux ✦that ✦you ✦use ✦
to ✦gain ✦an ✦ability ✦in ✦your ✦forte ✦or ✦advance ✦in ✦your ✦

ADVANCING CHARACTERS

King Nine, page 48
THE PATH

The Fatigue Bible is a 
magical treatise on negative 

emotions. It contains all 
manner of unique secrets 

and spells. Some say it was 
never actually written and 
exists only as a ghost of an 

unwritten book.

Keep track of Joy, Despair, 
and Acumen in your 

character tome. Keep track 
of Joy and Despair even 

after you’ve used them (to 
make Crux) to determine 
things like the increasing 

power of your Testament of 
Suns (see page 205).
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THE WAY OF MAGIC

Shadow is a completely distorted image of 
the real world—the Actuality. But honestly? 
Shadow gets only one thing wrong.

It doesn’t have any magic.
Magic is at the very heart of existence. The 

universe wasn’t just made by a spell—it is a spell. 
It’s ✦an ✦ongoing ✦magical ✦effect, ✦and ✦frankly ✦none ✦of ✦
us ✦really ✦knows ✦its ✦full ✦extent, ✦its ✦ultimate ✦fruition, ✦
or what happens when the spell depletes. 
Or, ✦of ✦course, ✦who ✦cast ✦it. ✦(Whomever ✦did ✦left ✦

behind the clues and remnants collectively called 
the Legacy. Perhaps they are a part of the spell as 
well.)
In ✦any ✦event, ✦magic ✦is ✦the ✦blood ✦that ✦flows ✦

through the veins of the universe. And the heart 
that pumps that blood is the Invisible Sun.

Magic is the answer to every question that begins 
with ✦“why.” ✦It ✦is ✦far ✦larger ✦than ✦any ✦one ✦vislae, ✦any ✦
one ✦god, ✦any ✦one ✦order ✦or ✦organization, ✦no ✦matter ✦
how ✦vast. ✦In ✦fact, ✦it ✦is ✦bigger ✦than ✦the ✦sum ✦of ✦all ✦the ✦
vislae, ✦all ✦the ✦gods, ✦and ✦all ✦the ✦orders. ✦

Magic has not been mastered. Don’t let anyone—
vislae or not—tell you otherwise. Not all of its 
secrets have been learned. Not all its depths 
plumbed. 
This ✦book, ✦The Way, ✦is ✦so ✦named ✦because ✦it ✦

is the means toward that unachievable end. You 
cannot learn all the secrets of magic.

But don’t you want to try anyway?

Order, page 34
THE KEY

Throughout ✦these ✦books, ✦you’ll ✦see ✦page ✦
references to various items accompanied 
by the following symbols and colors. 
These are page references to other books 
within ✦The ✦Black ✦Cube, ✦where ✦you ✦can ✦find ✦
additional ✦details ✦about ✦that ✦item, ✦place, ✦
creature, ✦or ✦concept. ✦It ✦isn’t ✦necessary ✦to ✦
look ✦up ✦referenced ✦items ✦in ✦the ✦books, ✦but ✦
doing so will provide useful information 
for character creation and gameplay.

THE GATETHE KEY

THE PATHTHE WAY

Some would say that it is 
Shadow’s cruelest trick that 

it doesn’t allow the Grey 
to experience magic, the 
most fundamental aspect 
of the Actuality, and—in 
many vislae’s minds—the 

only reason to live.

Legacy, page 6
THE PATH

Shadow, page 52

Actuality, page 5

THE PATH
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Magic is sometimes called the Invisible 
Church. Or the Church of the Invisible 
Sun. ✦It ✦is ✦the ✦fire ✦that ✦burns ✦at ✦the ✦heart ✦of ✦

the ✦world’s ✦furnace, ✦as ✦they ✦say, ✦but ✦in ✦truth ✦it’s ✦even ✦
more than that. It’s the furnace itself as well. And 
the rest of the world to boot. 

Practices is a term used to describe all the various 
magical ✦applications ✦known ✦to ✦vislae—spells, ✦
charms, ✦hexes, ✦rituals, ✦processes, ✦secrets, ✦and ✦so ✦
on. Some also like the catch-all term “magical 
workings.”
The ✦various ✦kinds ✦of ✦practices ✦include ✦(but ✦are ✦

not limited to):
  Spells: ✦The ✦basic, ✦quickly ✦cast ✦form ✦of ✦vislae ✦
magic.

  Cantrips: Very minor spells.
  Charms: ✦Minor ✦effects, ✦usually ✦defensive ✦or ✦
beguiling.

  Signs: ✦Minor ✦effects, ✦always ✦defensive.
  Hexes: ✦Minor ✦effects, ✦usually ✦offensive ✦or ✦
curses.

  Rituals: Long-form magic that requires multiple 
casters.

  Enchantments: ✦Long-form ✦magic ✦that ✦affects ✦
objects.

  Conjurations/Invocations/Evocations: Long-
form ✦magic ✦that ✦requires ✦ingredients, ✦tools, ✦and ✦
so on.

  Incantations: Fleeting applications of magical 
knowledge ✦that ✦come ✦to ✦the ✦mind ✦of ✦a ✦vislae, ✦
are ✦used, ✦and ✦then ✦flitter ✦away.

  Processes: ✦Large, ✦magical ✦workings ✦that ✦
require ✦a ✦variety ✦of ✦ingredients, ✦devices, ✦time, ✦
and permanent structures. The most obvious 
examples are the changeries.

  Precepts: ✦Rules ✦of ✦reality ✦that ✦vislae ✦understand, ✦
like ✦numerology, ✦the ✦importance ✦of ✦souls, ✦
the ✦ways ✦of ✦demons, ✦and ✦so ✦on. ✦(These ✦are ✦so ✦
fundamental to the setting that they are fully 
described in their own chapter in The Path, ✦
rather than in this book.)

  Secrets: Things you can do because you 
understand a loophole or shortcut in the 
precepts of reality. 

And there’s more. There are various powers and 
abilities ✦that ✦are ✦taught ✦by ✦orders, ✦that ✦manifest ✦as ✦
aspects ✦of ✦a ✦vislae’s ✦forte, ✦or ✦that ✦come ✦naturally ✦to ✦a ✦
given ✦creature, ✦like ✦the ✦elderbrin’s ability to change 
their ✦shape. ✦Beyond ✦magical ✦practices, ✦there ✦are ✦the ✦
results ✦of ✦practices, ✦such ✦as ✦ephemera, ✦objects ✦of ✦
power, ✦kindled ✦items, ✦and ✦more.

USING A MAGICAL PRACTICE
Spells, ✦incantations, ✦hexes, ✦charms, ✦and ✦so ✦
on always require an action to use unless the 
description ✦specifically ✦states ✦otherwise. ✦So-called ✦
“long-form magic” like invocations and rituals take 
much longer. Each individual type of practice may 
have more information in its own chapter.

ROLLING FOR THE EFFECT
Most ✦of ✦the ✦time, ✦you ✦roll ✦to ✦see ✦if ✦the ✦practice ✦takes ✦
effect, ✦and ✦you ✦always ✦add ✦the ✦level ✦of ✦the ✦effect ✦
to the venture. The challenge is the level of the 
target ✦modified ✦by ✦defenses ✦or ✦other ✦factors. ✦That ✦
means if you’re casting a charm on an unsuspecting 
person, ✦you ✦use ✦their ✦level ✦as ✦the ✦challenge. ✦If ✦you’re ✦
casting ✦a ✦spell ✦to ✦open ✦a ✦sealed ✦gateway, ✦you ✦use ✦the ✦
gateway’s level as the challenge. If you’re casting 

MAGICAL PRACTICES

Precepts, page 5
THE PATH

Venture is the sum of all the 
bonuses a character can bring 
together to help them succeed 
on an action. When using a 
magical practice, the most 

significant is likely the level of 
the practice itself. Challenge 
is the number chosen by the 

GM to rate the difficulty 
of the action (usually the 
level of the thing being 

affected by the practice). 
Subtract the venture from 
the challenge and that’s the 

number you need to roll 
on your die to succeed.

Elderbrin, page 30
THE PATH

Venture, page 22
THE KEY
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The Way

vislae ✦fails, ✦the ✦entity ✦makes ✦a ✦single ✦attack ✦
against ✦them ✦and ✦returns ✦whence ✦it ✦came, ✦likely ✦
quite annoyed.

If the practitioner knows the demon’s secret 
name, ✦it ✦will ✦do ✦as ✦bid ✦without ✦threats ✦from ✦the ✦
practitioner. 

Color: Pale

SUMMON CONCEPTUAL SPIRIT 

(CONJURATION)

Level: 4
Requirements: 

  Incense ✦(cost: ✦1 ✦crystal ✦orb)
  An image relating to the concept involved
  Elaborate chants
  Paint mixed with powdered diamond to create 
an ✦elaborate, ✦enruned ✦circle ✦on ✦the ✦ground ✦(cost: ✦
25 crystal orbs)

  3 ✦leaves ✦of ✦concept ✦of ✦the ✦spirit ✦or ✦a ✦close ✦
proximity ✦(cost: ✦75 ✦crystal ✦orbs)

  Three ✦hours ✦preparation, ✦and ✦one ✦hour ✦
performance

SUMMON DEMON (CONJURATION)

Level: 4
Requirements: 

  Fresh ✦blood ✦(at ✦least ✦3 ✦pints)
  Fresh meat
  Elaborate, ✦cacophonous ✦chants
  Paint mixed with powdered gold to create an 
elaborate, ✦enruned ✦circle ✦on ✦the ✦ground ✦(cost: ✦10 ✦
crystal orbs)

  2 ✦leaves ✦of ✦anger, ✦lust, ✦or ✦hatred ✦(cost: ✦50 ✦crystal ✦
orbs)

  Three ✦hours ✦preparation, ✦and ✦one ✦hour ✦performance
A near-mindless demon from the Red or the Dark 
(practitioner’s ✦choice) ✦with ✦a ✦level ✦equal ✦to ✦
the ✦level ✦of ✦the ✦working ✦appears ✦in ✦the ✦circle, ✦
compelled to remain there for three rounds. 
During ✦that ✦time, ✦the ✦vislae ✦can ✦attempt ✦to ✦
compel the demon to perform a deed that 
takes no more than an hour and requires the 
demon ✦to ✦travel ✦no ✦more ✦than ✦50 ✦miles ✦(80 ✦km). ✦
Typically, ✦the ✦demon ✦will ✦have ✦to ✦be ✦magically ✦
commanded, ✦or ✦threatened ✦and ✦coerced. ✦If ✦the ✦

Are the so-called Demons of 
the Old Blood an ancient 

breed hidden for aeons 
in the dark places, or are 
they more conventional 
demons bathed in the 
blood of aged vislae?

The Distraction
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Spells are the core of magical practice.
The essence of a spell is Qualia. That is to 
say, ✦if ✦a ✦quale ✦is ✦the ✦internal ✦and ✦subjective ✦

element of the concept that you have in your mind 
when ✦you ✦perceive ✦something ✦outside ✦yourself, ✦casting ✦
a ✦spell ✦is ✦recalling ✦(or ✦creating) ✦that ✦element ✦with ✦
such power and vivid clarity that you make it real. 
Perhaps one could even say it’s Qualia in reverse.

A quale isn’t a “visual image” or some other more 
concrete sensory memory. It is the component of 
sensory ✦input ✦(or ✦the ✦result ✦of ✦that ✦input) ✦that ✦goes ✦
a step beyond simple information brought in by 
your eyes or ears and decoded by your brain. If you 
think ✦“warm” ✦when ✦you ✦see ✦something ✦yellow, ✦that’s ✦
not ✦part ✦of ✦the ✦input ✦your ✦mind ✦gets, ✦but ✦part ✦of ✦the ✦
internal concept that your inner being understands.

This means that it’s not enough to experience 
sensations to cast a spell. It’s not enough to 
understand the term “yellow” and know how it 
is ✦different ✦in ✦mechanistic, ✦practical ✦terms ✦from ✦
“orange.” Qualia requires more than mind. It 
requires ✦soul. ✦And ✦thus, ✦so ✦do ✦spells.

This is a long way around to say that although 
spells involve reciting magical words and making 
magical ✦gestures, ✦these ✦are ✦in ✦fact ✦the ✦least ✦
important parts of spellcasting. These are triggers 
and ✦catalysts, ✦but ✦the ✦real ✦secret ✦is ✦that ✦inner ✦
understanding of your desired result’s Qualia. But 
the words and gestures are part of it too—they help 
bring about the precise Qualia in your mind. A spell 
is all these things together.
So ✦spellcasting ✦is ✦difficult. ✦Vislae ✦are ✦a ✦special ✦
group—not ✦everyone ✦has ✦the ✦patience ✦to ✦learn, ✦the ✦
mental ✦dexterity ✦to ✦execute, ✦and ✦the ✦willpower ✦to ✦
weather everything that is involved. 

FACETS
Facets are spell minutiae. Beginning players can 
ignore facets. A facet doesn’t come into play unless 
the game involves people who have uncovered the 
specific ✦secret ✦that ✦involves ✦that ✦particular ✦facet. ✦
Facets allow gameplay to change over time. For 
example, ✦a ✦secret ✦might ✦key ✦off ✦of ✦all ✦spells ✦with ✦the ✦
Divination ✦facet, ✦improving ✦them ✦in ✦some ✦way. ✦Or ✦
an object of power might prevent the user from ever 
casting spells with the Night facet.

Curse: This is a harmful spell that doesn’t end 
with ✦a ✦passage ✦of ✦time, ✦but ✦rather ✦when ✦it ✦is ✦lifted. ✦
This usually involves some kind of contravening 
magic, ✦but ✦other ✦times ✦it ✦is ✦a ✦specific ✦circumstance ✦
or set of circumstances.

Night: The spell is keyed to the night.
Day: The spell is keyed to the day.
Midnight: The spell is tied to midnight.
The Legacy: The spell is tied to the concept of the 

Legacy itself.
The Dark: The spell is related to the eternal 

darkness that exists beyond the suns.

THE ENDLESS GRIMOIRE: 
GENERAL SPELLS

THE WORLD IS A SPELL
The Legacy is the remnant in our time of the 
being that created all existence by forming a 
quale of it. This is the grandest of all spells. It 
isn’t just a spell that created the world—it is the 
world. It’s not a spell that’s been cast—it is an 
ongoing ✦spell, ✦continuing ✦to ✦be ✦cast. ✦We ✦live ✦
within a spell. It makes the world possible.

When adjudicating spells, 
NPCs who gain bene add 
1 to their level, and NPCs 

who suffer vex subtract 
1 from their level. These 

modifiers last for one round, 
or an entire encounter 

(depending on context). 
A scourge lowers their 
level by 1 long term.
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Practically ✦a ✦currency ✦unto ✦themselves, ✦
secrets in Invisible Sun hold great power. 
While ✦they ✦can ✦take ✦many ✦forms, ✦some ✦

secrets, ✦like ✦those ✦in ✦this ✦chapter, ✦grant ✦vislae ✦
new ✦options ✦or ✦character ✦abilities ✦(or ✦options ✦and ✦
upgrades for their house). Learning this kind of 
secret involves both story elements and game 
mechanics, ✦but ✦these ✦singular ✦character ✦abilities ✦
can ✦really ✦flesh ✦out ✦or ✦distinguish ✦a ✦character ✦with ✦
a ✦unique ✦benefit. ✦Abilities ✦gained ✦through ✦secrets ✦
are incredibly varied. A character with a new secret 
might ✦be ✦able ✦to ✦cast ✦their ✦spells ✦in ✦a ✦different ✦way, ✦
allowing them to use a special component to extend 
their range. Another might simply never be blocked 
by a locked door again. A third might learn a way to 
literally steal someone else’s face for a while and use 
it as their own. Imagine discovering the secret to 
living ✦without ✦needing ✦to ✦eat, ✦the ✦secret ✦language ✦of ✦
corpses, ✦or ✦the ✦secret ✦of ✦projectile ✦dreaming.
Secrets ✦are ✦actions ✦you ✦can ✦take ✦or ✦benefits ✦you ✦gain ✦

by using a bit of knowledge about the fundamental 
nature ✦of ✦reality. ✦Some ✦don’t ✦apply ✦to ✦you, ✦but ✦instead ✦
apply to your house. Each shows a modicum of 
understanding ✦of ✦the ✦true ✦nature ✦of ✦the ✦world(s), ✦either ✦
as a glimpse into the larger precepts of reality or as 
loopholes and tricks that circumvent those precepts.

Secrets are selected by characters and cost 
Acumen to acquire—1 per level of the secret. They 
provide ✦new ✦capabilities ✦for ✦the ✦character, ✦and ✦
unlike ✦spells, ✦they ✦do ✦not ✦cost ✦Sorcery ✦to ✦use ✦(unless ✦
the description states otherwise). They are simply 
additions to the list of things the character can do.

Although characters spend Acumen to gain access 
to ✦secrets, ✦learning ✦a ✦secret ✦is ✦more ✦than ✦just ✦an ✦
exercise ✦in ✦mechanics. ✦Usually, ✦secrets ✦are ✦taught, ✦or ✦

discovered ✦in ✦research. ✦Sometimes, ✦a ✦vislae ✦will ✦just ✦
stumble upon a secret. A secret can be viewed as a 
treasure or reward that a PC can obtain. A player 
might take on a character arc ✦(such ✦as ✦Uncover ✦a ✦
Secret) for their character to learn a desired secret.

CHARACTER SECRETS
The ✦following ✦secrets ✦affect ✦you ✦and ✦what ✦you ✦can ✦do.

ADDITIONAL TARGET

Level: 5
You can add an additional target to any spell that 
affects ✦targets. ✦You ✦must ✦spend ✦half ✦again ✦the ✦
Sorcery ✦(round ✦up). ✦So ✦a ✦level ✦5 ✦spell ✦costs ✦8 ✦
Sorcery. ✦Spells ✦that ✦affect ✦only ✦you ✦or ✦that ✦affect ✦
an ✦area ✦are ✦not ✦affected.

ADVANCED SORTILEGE

Level: 5
You can add two enhancements from Sortilege to 
an ✦action, ✦or ✦you ✦can ✦add ✦one ✦enhancement ✦
from Sortilege to something that already has 
enhancements, ✦like ✦a ✦spell.

AETHYR TAP

Level: 6 ✦(+1 ✦die)
As ✦a ✦ghost, ✦you ✦send ✦messages ✦through ✦the ✦

Noösphere as if you were using an Aethyr Link. 
Further, ✦you ✦can ✦eavesdrop ✦on ✦communications ✦
conducted ✦over ✦a ✦distance ✦using ✦the ✦aethyr, ✦
whether ✦that ✦be ✦on ✦a ✦telephone, ✦in ✦the ✦
Noösphere, ✦or ✦using ✦magic. ✦The ✦challenge ✦is ✦the ✦
level of the people involved or the level of the 
spell, ✦effect, ✦or ✦device ✦used.

CHARACTER AND
HOUSE SECRETS

Character arcs, page 162
THE KEY

Aethyr Link, see Objects of 
Power deck

The changes and 
improvements house secrets 
provide are called augments. 

See The Key, page 149.

Noösphere, page 14
THE PATH
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PRECEPTS

But man is a Noble Animal, splendid 
in ashes, and pompous in the grave, 
solemnizing Nativities and Deaths 

with equal lustre, nor omitting Ceremonies 
of Bravery, in the infamy of his nature. Life is 
a pure flame, and we live by an invisible Sun 
within us.

—Thomas Brown, Hydriotaphia, 
Urn Burial (1658)

Precepts are the fundamental underpinnings of 
the world. In this chapter, we’ll discuss the way 
the world really works, and disabuse you of a lot of 
Shadow notions.

WHAT INVISIBLE SUN IS
Escapism.

An examination of what it means to be human.
Secrets.
A suggestion that the world is bigger and more 

wonderful than we can understand.
Surreal.

WHAT INVISIBLE SUN IS NOT
A true look at occultism or a “real world” manual 
for magic. In fact, it’s quite the opposite. Great 
pains were taken to create a fictional, original 
occult. Thus, rather than the Tree of Life, we have 
the Path of Suns. Instead of Thelemic Magick, we 
have Vancian magic. And so on. Certainly, actual 
occult and religious terms (spells, rituals, witchcraft, 
goetia, grimoire, athame, and so on) are used from 

time to time, but that’s mainly because those are 
English words with useful meanings and this game 
is written in English. If something in Invisible Sun 
offends because it appears to have stolen something 
from your belief system, look again. It’s just a few 
words from the language we share. Any direct 
similarity to concepts or ideas is coincidental and 
unintentional.

Invisible Sun is also not a treatise or manifesto 
with a new paradigm on reality. There is no Indigo, 
no Satyrine, and the rituals and spells in this game 
actually accomplish squat.

OVERVIEW OF THE WORLD 
AS IT ACTUALLY IS
In Shadow, scientists and philosophers struggle to 
quantify and explain the world. 

This isn’t Shadow.
The Actuality is dualistic, with both a material 

and an ideal nature. (Shadow stresses the material, 
unbalancing the perception of both natures.) A 
materialist action (light rays hitting the rods and 
cones in your eyes) can produce an idealistic result 
(experiencing the color red). This experience is a 
quale (plural qualia). Your eyes see red, but your mind 
experiences red. Qualia are the essence of magic—the 
meeting of the otherwise contradictory and opposite 
materialistic and idealistic natures of reality. 

This is not something that happens by design or 
intention. You cannot see red but experience green, 
no matter how hard you try. Qualia are emergent. 
They arise from consciousness—they arise from a 
being having a soul.

References to “the world” 
refer to the Actuality. 

Although there are many 
realms, many facets, 
and many aspects of 
the Actuality, there is 

just the one world. 
That we know of.

Indigo, page 46

Satyrine, page 64

Shadow, page 52

Actuality, page 5

Path of Suns, page 34
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MAGIC IS REAL
Magic works. It is always purposeful, but it is 
sometimes uncontrolled, or poorly controlled. 

Magic takes many forms, but they all are 
primarily matters of technique and understanding. 
Magic is utilized through secrets—spells, rituals, 
Hidden Knowledge, secret souls, and so on. Vislae 
are those who have mastered those secrets, and 
vislae are few in number compared to the entirety 
of the population.

Other people who may not be vislae often possess 
a little magic, such as a charm, a hex, or a minor 
cantrip. Then there are the zilats, who are born with 
an affinity for a single magical effect and hone it to 
perfection. Those who never use any magic are rare 
and avoid it very intentionally. Elderbrin and lacuna 
are, of course, creatures of magic—there are no 
forsakers among them.

THE CURRENTS OF MAGIC
Magic flows from the Invisible Sun through the 
other eight suns. It flows along the Path of Suns, 
but also along the Nightside Path. Each of these is a 
current of magic.

But there are other currents as well. Those who 
can tap into them are better able to cope with 
the waxing and waning of magic, particularly as 
represented by the cards of the Sooth Deck.

These nonstandard currents are known as Zain, 
Aevyr, Ouzan, and Thray. Some vislae believe 
there are others—some say many others. A vislae 
who can access one or more of these currents of 
magic supposedly unlocks new spells and practices 
unique to each, and for each accessible nonstandard 
current, a vislae can ignore or double a Sooth card 
effect once every nine cards played (thus, once every 
time the Path of Suns is full of cards). Secrets and 
long-form magic are often needed to open the door 
to tap into a new current initially.

Path of Suns

Zain

Aevyr

Ouzan

Thray

SOME OF THE MAJOR 
CURRENTS OF MAGIC

Zilat, page 124

Elderbrin, page 30 

Lacuna, page 30

 

Invisible Sun, page 62 

Path of Suns, page 35 

Nightside Path, page 36

Hidden Knowledge,
page 30

Vislae, page 11

Forsaker, page 60

THE KEY

Sooth Deck, page 73
THE GATE
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There are eight suns. You probably thought 
there was just one, but there are eight. 
Except, of course, there are really nine. But 

even many learned people don’t know that, for the 
ninth is a secret. Invisible. And now you know that 
secret as well.

Except that there’s really just one sun. It simply 
has nine different forms, faces, phases, or whatever 
other metaphor you choose to convey that it is both 
nine and one at the same time.

The Path of Suns is a representation of the way 
magic works, the known levels of existence, the 
stages of a life, and the makeup of the mortal soul, 
all in one. It is a symbol. A metaphor. A diagram. 
A map. Each sun represents a different concept, a 
different “place,” and a different fundamental aspect 
of the universe. These concepts are signified by the 
color of each sun, so that color ends up representing 
the sun and its attendant ideals. The Path of Suns is 
a diagram of the Actuality in broad strokes. It’s also 
a diagram of the human soul.

The Path of Suns connects all eight suns, from 
Silver, to Green, to Blue, to Indigo, then Grey, 
next Pale, and Red, and finally Gold. The Invisible 
Sun is not part of the Path, but rather outside, 
above, and around it. The suns are planes of 
existence—distinct vibrational frequencies of one 
place: the Actuality. They are, so to speak, eight 
(nine) different slices of the same pie. Each sun 
defines a world upon which it shines. But a sun is 
far more than that. Each governs aspects of reality, 
and entities within each realm are patrons of even 
more finely refined granules of that aspect. Each 
sun is an idea or a group of ideas. Life, death, truth, 
falsehood—these are the fundamental building 

blocks of reality, and each is presided over by a 
different sun. In a smaller but no less significant 
fashion, however, each sun is also a fundamental 
portion of the soul of a thinking creature. The Path 
of Suns, then, is a map of reality as surely as it is a 
map of the human heart.

Each of the nine suns shines down upon a 
different version of the world. These nine aspects 
are sometimes referred to as realms, but there are 
other realms as well (the Leech Worlds clinging to 
the Nightside of Green, the half-worlds in Indigo, 
and so on). More often than not, the world is 
described by its sun. So one might say that they are 
traveling to the Red Sun to speak to the Sodality 
of Vryn. Or they might just say they’re traveling to 
Red. Either way, they mean that they’re going to the 
version of the world that the Red Sun illuminates.

GATES AND GUARDIANS
Magical power and potential flows like water 
rushing in a river from the Invisible Sun through 
the other suns, with different currents of magic 
following different paths. (Although the main 
current follows the Path of Suns, not all do.) Each 
sun has a pair of gateways through which the 
magical energy flows no matter what path it follows. 
Because of the nature of the path, the first time one 
travels to a sun, they must pass through the gate. 
The truly advanced vislae learn to master these 
currents to better hone their spells, but to do so, 
they must parley with the guardians of these gates, 
which are called wardens.

Each sun has a warden, and since each sun 
occupies a position on two different paths, most 

THE PATH OF SUNS

Souls, page 23

The sun colors aren’t just 
metaphorical (or at least, 

not entirely metaphorical). 
It really is the color of the 

sun in the sky when you are 
in that realm.

Sodality of Vryn, page 57
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Ah, glistening jewel of Indigo,
Ah, city of notions,
Oh, city of secrets, visions, and 

mysteries,
What have you become?

Satyrine is the largest city in Indigo, founded 
many thousands of years ago as a trading hub for 
merchants selling thoughts, ideas, sensations, 
and feelings created in the Emotion Mills of the 
Unfathomable Archipelago. Eventually, some of 
those milling operations were brought to Satyrine 
itself. Before Satyrine, the site was home to another 
city, built by pre-human beings known as the 
arabast.

Satyrine is located between the vast, calm sea 
called the Alone and the equally vast (and equally 
calm) void called the Abstraction. This makes the 
city not just a port, but two: one for ships of all 
kinds sailing the Alone, and one for floating and 
flying craft that cross the void of the Abstraction.

The most significant thing to know about 
Satyrine today is that it was reduced to ruin and 
rubble in the War. The inhabitants are restoring and 
rebuilding the city, but that is more difficult than it 
would seem because the weapons used in the War 
left behind extraordinarily dangerous hate-powered, 
cancerous objects called Hate Cysts. This has led to 
focusing on districts that were not utterly devastated 
and building out from each of these, like oases of 
safety and sanctuary in a desert of ruins. Citizens 
call the desolate, wrecked stretches the Ruined 
Expanses and generally avoid them.

Satyrine is vast, stretching for miles, although 
much of it is abandoned. Perhaps once, long ago, 

its population numbered in the tens of millions. 
But today? No one could even make an educated 
guess. This is made more difficult still as many of 
the apparent inhabitants are thoughtforms rather 
than actual people. These magical constructs carry 
out many of the mundane tasks that make the city 
work. 

Still, despite the ruin, the reclaimed and rebuilt 
sections of the city have returned somewhat to 
normal. Nobles strut and preen, artisans create 
and perform, merchants trade, criminals steal, 
and vislae tinker with magic. Probably much like it 
always has been.

THE WAR
The War is over, and we won. It was long, it was 
terrible, and it wrought death and destruction 
across the realms, particularly Indigo. But it is over 
now, and we won. That’s about all you’ll ever get out 
of anyone, including—and especially—the War’s 
veterans. We don’t speak of the details and we most 
certainly do not speak of the Enemy.

THE DEATHLESS 
TRIUMVIRATE
Ruling over Satyrine, the three immortal, godlike 
beings known as the Deathless Triumvirate dwell 
both within and beyond the city itself. Each has a 
dual nature: one physical and in the city, usually 
within a massive citadel floating above Satyrine’s 
center in the Marquis Quarter, and one far more 
ephemeral. It is possible—likely, even—that the 
Triumvirate is a manifestation of Satyrine’s own 

THE CITY OF SATYRINE

Satyrine is not just the 
largest city in Indigo, but in 
fact one of the largest cities 

in the Actuality. Before 
the War, it was the largest, 

but war favors the Pale, 
and now that is certainly 

the city of Catafalque.

The Alone, page 48

The Abstraction, page 48
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You wake up in the (late) morning, have 
breakfast, read one of the local papers, 
and get dressed for the day. Leaving 

your peculiar house, you walk down your 
peculiar street. A tiny, one-person dirigible 
flies overhead, narrowly avoiding a woman 
carried aloft by birds. Another woman walks 
gracefully from the roof of one building to 
another on a thin red ribbon. 

A large man with a broad smile of tattooed 
teeth sells you a paper bag filled with hot 
roasted almonds. Each says your name when 
you pick it up and pop it into your mouth. A 
giant octopus aids in the construction of a new 
building, the previous one having been lost in 
a sudden violet tornado resulting from some 
carelessly conducted magical experiment. The 
other workers appreciate the eight muscular 
arms of help.

An automobile races by you, leaving tracks 
of frost and ice behind it. You feel the cold on 
your toes as you cross the street to the little 
bookseller’s you frequent. This side of the 
street is filled with music coming down from 
a glass-faced woman playing the bagpipes on 
the fire escape. The musician is a friend of 
yours, and you know each pipe she plays is also 
a telescope allowing her to view into another 
world. Her music serves as her attempt to 
describe what she sees.

You duck as a pair of eyeballs—the visual 
representations of someone’s information-
gathering spells—zip by, but you spill your bag 
of nuts, and they scatter across the sidewalk, 
silently. A thoughtform in the shape of a man 

with a broom scowls as he approaches to clean 
up the mess. You mumble an apology and dart 
into the shop.

The elderbrin bookseller is in. Today he’s 
taken the form of a squat, grey-faced fellow 
with a bright plaid shell like a turtle. He’s 
got that book you wanted on spells that work 
best in the evening, but as you pay you’re 
interrupted by a quarrel just outside between 
what appears to be a hulking demon and a 
woman with three faces and four arms, each 
arm drawing a dangerous-looking weapon. 

You grab the book, lay your orbs on the 
counter, and hustle back toward home. 

You’re a vislae, and this is Fartown. It’s just 
another Tuesday. 

In Fartown, every building is a story, and every 
story is surreal. Sprawling mansions sit next to 
tiny, crooked houses. Twisting towers reach to a 
sky filled with living hot-air balloons, giant moths, 
and inexplicably floating people. A 1960s New York 
Yellow Cab drives down the street past a fish-headed 
man selling newspapers. This is the most surreal 
part of a surreal city.

It is autumn.
Fartown gains its name from the fact that it does 

not lie in the same physical dimension as the rest 
of the city. This is by design. To have it otherwise 
would have been much too dangerous. Long before 
the War, long before the return of the exiles, the 
people of Satyrine placed the district that would 
become Fartown in its own half-world, one that 
was created by the Deathless Triumvirate as a place 
where the city’s so-called “on-the-cusp” sorcerers, 

FARTOWN

The last patron that 
attempted to start a fight 

in the Fartown bar known 
as Zero’s disappeared 
with a single scream, 
amid chewing sounds.

Deathless Triumvirate, 
page 65
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GAMEPLAY

L ike all roleplaying games, Invisible Sun is 
a series of interactions between the game 
master (GM) and the players. The GM is the 

world (and all who inhabit it), and the players are 
the main characters in the story that unfolds as the 
group plays the game. It’s the creation of that story 
that is the goal. All the game’s rules and mechanics, 
and all player and GM decisions, should service the 
story.

The GM sets a scene, describing the environment 
and providing a context for the characters to inhabit. 
The players, in turn, describe the actions that their 
characters will undertake. Using the rules, the GM 
and the players work together to determine if the 
characters are successful or not. Remember that 
success does not always mean a good story, and 
failure does not necessarily mean a bad one. Ups 
and downs are part of any good tale.

THE NARRATIVE
Invisible Sun’s stories are the focus, and they’re 
driven by the character arcs of the vislae involved. A 
story encompasses all the activities of an individual 
or the group as they advance toward a goal and 
achieve it (or fail to do so). Many stories can be 
intertwined, with one starting while another is in 
full swing.

All the stories involving a given set of characters 
are collectively called the narrative.

THE THREE MODES 
OF GAMEPLAY
Invisible Sun is a game played on three different 
levels, or modes, depending on the situation. Each 
has its use to address certain types of experiences 
and activities in the game, and each solves certain 
types of issues that can arise.

ACTION MODE
The first mode, called Action Mode, is the one with 
the greatest focus on detail. It’s where everyone 
involved is together (probably sitting around a table 
with all the Black Cube components out) and the 
action is being tracked round by round so that every 
player gets a turn before anyone gets a second turn. 
This could be a fight, a chase, or a tense moment of 
negotiation. Most roleplayers are very familiar with 
this mode.

NARRATIVE MODE
The second mode, called Narrative Mode, handles 
the more flexible activities in the game in terms 
of detail and time. While no one is tracking things 
carefully in rounds or strictly managing turns, 
everyone’s still at the table, the Path of Suns board 
and Sooth Deck are out and in play, and the GM 
is managing the actions and outcomes. The game 
might use this mode to handle travel, investigating 
an interesting area, resting, commerce, or casually 
negotiating with NPCs. There are still die rolls to be 
made, points to be spent, and so on, but probably 
not with the frequency of Action Mode.

Character arcs, page 162
THE KEY

Path of Suns, page 8

Sooth Deck, page 72

Remember that vislae are 
almost always studious 
types. Invisible Sun isn’t 
meant to be a game of 

nonstop action. The rules 
reflect this, requiring a fair 
bit of study time to learn 

new spells, skills, and so on. 
The narrative enables this 
through side scenes. Thus, 
big, important events are 

handled in a group session, 
but between sessions, days or 
even weeks might pass where 
the characters are studying 
or pursuing side interests 
(as perhaps reflected in 

the character arcs).
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allow a nonlinear narrative. A flashback doesn’t 
have to take place in the distant past. It might reveal 
how two characters spent the previous day getting 
ready for the events in the most recent session of 
table play by spying on their opponents and gaining 
valuable information.

Development Mode offers all manner of play 
opportunities. Players can play the game between 
full group sessions if they want. A player can use 
Development Mode as it fits into their personal 
schedule. Even if they can’t make it to the regular 
session, they can still move their character’s story 
forward. If one or two players can’t make it to a 
scheduled session, the group can still play using 
Development Mode, focusing on side issues rather 
than the main narrative. Players can play even if the 
GM isn’t available. A side scene could involve the 
entire group taking an action that they discuss in 
person and then communicate through text to the 
GM. The GM can send them a Sooth card through 
the app, and then, whenever she’s able, respond to 
the players’ actions and intentions through a text of 
her own.

Last, note that it’s possible for a side scene in 
Development Mode to become significant enough 
that it expands into one of the other two modes at 
the table. An investigation into a minor matter in a 
side scene might reveal information that interests 
the whole group, who will act on it in an upcoming 
full session.

TABLE PLAY
Let’s lump Action Mode and Narrative Mode 
together, because they’re both intended to be used 
while the whole group—GM and players—are 
gathered together, probably around a table. 

SETUP
There’s a lot of stuff in the Black Cube, and it’s all 
useful for Action and Narrative Modes. Each player 
probably has a character tome filled out with their 
character details. Each player probably also wants 
a grimoire sheet to keep track of magical practices 

The first two modes go hand in hand, with 
play naturally moving from one to the other. The 
group might question a few NPCs to learn the 
location of King Nine’s Candleflame Palace, equip 
themselves for the journey, and then travel there 
using Narrative Mode. Upon arrival, they switch to 
Action Mode and deal with the magical wards and 
strange guardians. Both modes can be thought of as 
“table play,” because they take place, obviously, with 
everyone gathered at the game table.

DEVELOPMENT MODE
The third mode of play is a bit different. It’s called 
Development Mode. It doesn’t take place at the 
game table, but away from it. It can involve one 
player or many. It can involve the GM, or it might 
not. 

Development Mode always involves a single turn 
of a Sooth card. You don’t use dice in Development 
Mode. Even character sheets probably aren’t 
necessary much of the time. This mode might 
involve the player(s) sitting down with the GM, or 
it might be handled through texts sent back and 
forth, perhaps using the feature in the Invisible Sun 
app designed exactly for that. The app also makes 
it possible for the GM to turn a card and send it 
to the player(s), indicating how any interpretation 
inspired by the card influences the outcomes of 
their proposed actions.

In Development Mode, one or more players 
decide to take an action that can be resolved away 
from the table. They might elect to talk to the 
magistrate and see if they can get permission to 
enter one of the forbidden areas of The Silent City. 
They might spend time asking around about the 
The Library of the Undone and where it can be 
found. Or (if multiple players are involved) they 
might simply talk among themselves to determine 
their next course of action as a group. These events 
are referred to as side scenes. There’s even a type 
of side scene that details events that happened in 
the past, but which might impact events in the 
present or even the future. These appropriately 
titled flashbacks are always interesting because they 

King Nine, page 48
THE PATH

The Silent City, page 50

The Library of the 
Undone, page 91

THE PATH

Sooth Deck, page 72

If you are going to use the 
pregenerated characters 

included in the Black Cube, 
keep in mind that these 
are somewhat advanced 

characters that have 
earned (and used) some 
Crux and Acumen. Each 

will need the cards for 
the spells, ephemera, and 

objects of power mentioned 
in their Character Tomes 
and Grimoire sheets. Use 

them as drop-in characters 
in an existing narrative 

or even as modalities 
of the regular PCs.
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And then play begins. Unless things start off with 
a bang (which is fun to do sometimes, GMs, so take 
note), play begins in Narrative Mode. The players 
probably discuss briefly what they want to do, and 
when and where they meet (since they likely live in 
different places), and then play proceeds.

SWITCHING MODES
When play switches from Narrative Mode to Action 
Mode is up to the GM. The deciding factor is, 
“Do we need to start determining who does what, 
when?” If the answer is yes, Action Mode is needed.

Now, the very nature of the beginning of Action 
Mode is that the GM presents a situation or event 
and then asks the players, “What do you do?” That 
means the players’ response is always the first 
thing that happens. There’s no need to roll dice to 
determine the order. However, this doesn’t mean 
that the players always go first. The event that 
triggers Action Mode might be something an NPC 
does, such as “The demonic guard raises his bone 
sword above his head and attacks!” Or something 
that happens in the world, such as “The explosion 
shakes the whole building and the ceiling begins to 
collapse!” In such a case, the first thing that a player 
might do is make a defense roll.

But things don’t have to start that way either. 
If the characters are sneaking into a dangerous 
location, Action Mode might start with the GM 
stating, “You hear the footsteps of a guard coming 
your way. What do you do?” The players need 
to deal with that situation, and the GM needs to 
know what they do right at that moment. They’ve 
probably got only a round or two. That’s clearly 
Action Mode.

When Action Mode is no longer needed, the 
group transitions back to Narrative Mode. If the 
fight is over, the angry ghosts are gone, or the 
avalanche is done, you probably don’t need to keep 
track of rounds anymore.

Thus, the game shifts back and forth a few times 
during a typical session. There’s no right or wrong 
amount of time in either mode—you do what the 
story demands.

known and a bit of blank paper to keep notes of 
active spell effects and depletion, as well as—of 
course—notes on the events in the story. And 
obviously, you’ll want the books handy.

Each player should have any cards or tokens 
appropriate to their character. If a character knows 
a spell, they should have that card handy. Vances 
should have their various cards and diagram ready 
to show what spells they have prepared. Weavers 
should have their cards. And so on.

The GM should set up the Path of Suns board. 
Place the Testament of Suns on the Invisible Sun. 
Shuffle the Sooth Deck and place it face down on 
or next to the board. Tokens for Joy, Despair, and 
Acumen should be nearby, ready to award to players.

Now you’re ready to start.

PLAYER ABSENCES
A player cancels at the last minute. They were 
going to be a part of tonight’s session, but now 
they’re not. (It happens—real life rears its ugly 
head.) The GM informs the rest of the players 
that the missing player has been pulled back into 
Shadow. Something—a nostalgic memory, a sudden 
connection with a Shadow memento, or just the 
power of the lie—draws vislae back into Shadow 
from time to time. They simply fade away and, 
just as inexplicably, reappear later, having escaped 
Shadow yet again. This approach alleviates any need 
to run the missing player’s character as an NPC or 
come up with a story-based reason for why they’re 
suddenly gone.

A TYPICAL SESSION BEGINS
A session is the actual play of the game at the table. 
Whatever happens during that time is considered 
a single session. A story might occur in a single 
session, but most stretch over multiple sessions. 
Certainly an entire narrative takes up many 
sessions.

Most sessions should start with a brief recap of 
who the characters are and what’s happened in the 
story so far. This is not unlike a “Previously on . . .” 
bit from a television show in Shadow.

During both Narrative 
Mode and Action Mode, 

characters will take actions. 
Players will roll dice and 

spend bene from their stat 
pools. All of this is handled 

in the next chapter. See 
Actions, page 16.
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Cards are always played in order, moving down the 
Path of Suns. So the first card is played on the Silver 
Sun, the next on the Green Sun, and so on. The most 
recent card is the active card, and any effects of the 
previous card are now canceled. The only exception 
is that a card played on the Invisible Sun goes into 
the Testament of Suns and remains in effect until a 
new card is played on the Invisible Sun.

Cards represent the constant fluctuations of magic. 
Most cards make one type of magic (based on sun 
color association) stronger and another type weaker. 
On the Sooth cards, the name of the enhanced sun 
is bold and the diminished sun is faint. For spells 
and effects linked to the stronger sun, either their 
effective level is increased by 1 (with no additional 
cost) or the Sorcery cost of the effect is reduced by 
1—player choice. For weaker sun effects, either the 
level is lowered by 1 or the cost is raised by 1. For 
example, the Endless Maze card either increases the 
level of Blue spells by 1 or reduces the cost of Blue 
spells by 1. Likewise, it reduces the level of Red spells 
by 1 or increases the cost by 1.

Cards affecting magic of a particular sun double 
the effect when played on that sun in the path. So if 
Endless Maze is played on the Blue Sun, it increases 
the level or lowers the cost by 2. Played on the Red 
Sun, it lowers the level or increases the cost by 2.

All cards belong to one of four families, which 
are also keyed to character hearts. The other effect 
is that if a card is played from the family associated 
with a character’s heart, such as a Mysteries card for 
a Stoic, all of that character’s actions get a +1 bonus 
to their venture.

Special royalty cards have these effects:

Sovereign: +1 to all actions, +2 if heart is linked to family
Nemesis: −1 to all actions, −2 if heart is linked to family
Defender: +2 to all actions if heart is linked to family
Apprentice: −1 to all actions if heart is linked to family
Companion: Duplicates the effects of the previously 

played card (if played first in a session on the 
Silver Sun, immediately play another card on the 
next sun)

Adept: Play another card on the next sun

THE SOOTH DECK
Throughout the session, the GM will, at various 
points, play a Sooth card on the Path of Suns. The 
first card is played at the beginning of the session, 
and a new card is played at the GM’s discretion, but 
the following things probably should trigger a card 
turn:

  ✦ Characters move to a new location
  ✦ A significant event occurs
  ✦ A significant new NPC enters the scene
  ✦ A PC suffers a Wound or an Anguish
  ✦ Something surprising happens
  ✦ A GM shift is introduced
  ✦ Magical flux occurs

Harvesting Spider

Red   Blue

2

Mysterious Rune

Red   Blue

9

Misunderstood Beast

Green   Pale

0

Magical flux, page 13
THE WAY

Card play moves faster, 
and is probably more 

important, in Action Mode 
than in the other modes. A 
session without an Action 

Mode sequence might 
not even get through all 
nine suns. But in Action 

Mode, the GM should turn 
a card practically every 
round, moving through 
the suns quite quickly.

Venture, page 22

Heart, page 64
THE KEY

The Sooth Deck is included 
in the Black Cube and 
a detailed description 
of each card and its 

meanings can be found 
starting on page 72.
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reveal in their Character Summaries. They are in 
addition to any Joy or Despair that resulted from 
GM shifts. 

In addition, the GM should award discretionary 
Acumen for accomplishments and experiences 
outside the characters’ stated arcs. If, on the way to 
an important meeting, the characters encounter and 
defeat a creature spawned from a Hate Cyst in one 
of Satyrine’s Ruined Expanses, they should probably 
earn Acumen.

Likewise, a GM can award discretionary Joy and 
Despair. If, in that encounter with the hate spawn, 
the PCs save an endangered bystander, that might 
be worth 1 Joy (depending on the characters). 
If they try to save the bystander but he is still 
consumed by the creature, the characters might 
earn 1 Despair.

In general, these discretionary awards should 
never be more than 1 Acumen per session and 1 Joy 
or Despair per session, for each character. This is 
above and beyond what characters earn from their 
character arcs.

GM SHIFTS
At various times—in either mode—the GM will 
introduce something called a shift. A shift is when 
something works in a way that a player wasn’t 
expecting. This isn’t because of a die roll, but 
because the GM decides to shift an outcome or 
a circumstance to make the ongoing story more 
exciting. In general, when the GM does this, a 
character affected positively gains 1 Joy. A character 
affected negatively gains 1 Despair.

The GM should probably introduce one or two 
shifts in a given session, affecting one or two 
characters. At the very most, no character should be 
affected by more than one shift in a session.

ENDING A SESSION AND 
CHARACTER SUMMARIES
There’s no right or wrong length of time for a 
session. Some groups will play for a couple of 
hours. Others will want to devote all Saturday 
afternoon. The only thing that’s important is that 
the GM has an idea of when the session needs to 
wrap up. This is so they can hopefully guide the 
story not only to a good stopping point narratively, 
but also to one that isn’t right in the middle of 
something (because stopping then shuts down 
Development Mode opportunities, as explained 
below). The GM should find a stopping point that 
allows the characters the chance to go home or do 
something on their own between this session and 
the next.

At the end of each session, each player describes 
why they did what they did, or how they felt about 
what transpired. This is called the Character 
Summaries part of the session. Players discuss 
what they think and feel about other characters, 
events that occurred, places they’ve seen, and so on. 
Specifically, a player should focus on their character 
arc(s) and discuss how they potentially completed 
one or more steps in an arc. The player might also 
reference the kinds of things that might bring their 
specific character Joy or Despair. 

The GM then awards Acumen, Joy, and Despair. 
These awards come primarily from what the players 

CHARACTER SUMMARIES AWAY 
FROM THE TABLE
Some players would rather not talk about their 
character’s thoughts, motives, or feelings in 
front of the group. This might be because 
they are shy, they are introverted, or there 
isn’t enough time at the end of the session for 
someone who has a lot to say. In these cases, 
the player can talk to the GM one on one or 
convey their feelings and ideas in an email, a 
text, or another message.

Players choosing this option should always 
share their Character Summaries with the GM 
before the next session.

GM shifts and 
complications, page 61

It’s okay to end in the 
middle of the action or on 
a cliffhanger every once 
in a while. It’s exciting 

and starts the next session 
off with a bang. But 

doing so should be the 
exception, not the rule.

Hate cyst, page 73

Ruined Expanses, 
page 72

THE PATH

Acumen, page 22

Joy, page 203

Despair, page 203

THE KEY
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I know. You’ve run a bunch of games, and you’ve 
read even more. You’re about to skip over this 
section because you know how to run games 

and you’ve heard it all before.
WAIT!
This gamemastering chapter isn’t going to be like 

others you’ve seen. I’m writing it assuming you’ve 
run a lot of games. I’m going to dispense with the 
basics and get right to the heart of the matter.

Running Invisible Sun isn’t like running other 
games. This is for two reasons. First, because of the 
surreal nature of the setting, and second, because of 
the narrative structure of the game. Let’s talk about 
the second one first.

NARRATIVE STRUCTURE 
OF THE GAME
This is a big topic, and it’s going to cover a lot of 
ground, but let’s start with the most important and 
significant point first.

THE PLAYERS ARE IN 
THE DRIVER’S SEAT
“Players in the driver’s seat? Hey now! That’s not 
how I run games,” you might say. “When I run 
games, I’m in charge!” 

Hear me out. If for no other reason than I’m 
going to tell you things that you will probably 
find surprising. Maybe even things you can write 
angry Internet posts about. But you’ve got to read 
it before you can do that. I’m going to contend, 
first and foremost, that you need to run different 
games differently. I personally run Numenera very 
differently than I run Invisible Sun, and both are 

very different than how I run Dungeons & Dragons. 
Probably the single best bit of advice I can give you 
on gamemastering is that if you’ve got only one GM 
mode or one GM style, you need to start rethinking 
that—different games require different things of 
the GM. A horror writer doesn’t use the same voice 
and style when he writes nonfiction. Or romance. 
Or science fiction. Why should a GM running 
various games be any different?

Getting ready to run an Invisible Sun game is the 
perfect time to start a new GM style. Because it’s 
designed from a completely different perspective. 

In most roleplaying games, the game master 
creates a plot and populates it with NPCs. If it’s a 
plot about investigating an evil cult, the GM crafts 
the cult and all its members, creates its victims, 
and creates those who might fight against it. Then 
the PCs, who are most likely extraneous to the plot, 
get hooked in some fashion—usually recruited by 
an NPC who’s involved. The story happens when 
the PCs collide with the plot. This is true whether 
the plot is a murder mystery, a supervillain’s 
evil scheme, or simply an ancient citadel full of 
interesting stuff, waiting to be explored.

And that’s great. Seriously. I love games like that. 
I play them, and I’ve written them.

But it’s not how fiction works. Or rather, it’s very 
rarely how fiction works. In most fiction, the plot 
is built around the characters, not separate from 
the characters. So to capture that same essence, the 
approach in Invisible Sun follows that lead.

The key, of course, is the character arcs. With 
every PC possessing their own character arc or 
arcs, the characters—and thus, the players—drive 
the action. That doesn’t mean the GM is somehow 

GAMEMASTERING

Looking for more GM 
advice and information? All 
the books in the Black Cube 

have special sections on 
gamemastering pertaining 

to the topic at hand.

Character arcs, page 162
THE KEY
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The currents of magic create a complex, 
ever-changing tapestry of power. Their 
fluctuations grant certain varieties of spells 

and other magical practices a brief facilitation or 
impediment. Vislae see these changing patterns. 
They feel them in their very bones and along their 
skin. To communicate these difficult concepts 
quickly and easily, they created a set of 60 icons that 
play along a specific pattern—the Path of Suns—to 
show the (seemingly) random changes and their 
effects. 

The Sooth Deck represents these icons of pure 
magical power. They are simple images, each 
encoded with volumes of meaning, particularly as 
they interplay with the Path and with each other. 

Sixty icons means that there are 60 cards in the 
deck. They are divided into four families of 15 cards 
each. 
 

Secrets Visions

Mysteries Notions

Each family also has an associated animal, object, 
and classic element.

Secrets • Ravens • Books • Flame
Visions • Swans • Blades • Water
Mysteries • Rats • Mirrors • Stone
Notions • Cats • Clocks • Wind

Within each family is a set of royalty cards, 
representing some of the more potent icons, with 
special effects and meanings. 

Throughout a session of Invisible Sun, the GM 
will, at various points, play a Sooth card on the 
Path of Suns, starting on the Silver Sun at the top, 
and ending with the Invisible Sun off to the side. 
Playing a Sooth card on the Path is usually called 
a card turn, as in turning over (and thus revealing) 
the card. The first card is turned at the beginning 
of the session, and a new card is played at the GM’s 
discretion, but the following things should probably 
always trigger a card turn:

  ✦ Characters move to a new location
  ✦ A significant event occurs
  ✦ A significant new NPC enters the scene
  ✦ A PC suffers a Wound or Anguish
  ✦ Something surprising happens
  ✦ A GM shift is introduced
  ✦ Flux occurs

The most recently turned card is the active 
card, and any effects of the previous card are now 
canceled. The only exception is that a card played on 
the Invisible Sun goes into the Testament of Suns 
and remains in effect until a new card is played on 
the Invisible Sun.

Sooth cards represent the constant fluctuations 
of magic. Most cards make one type of magic 
stronger and another type weaker, based on their 
stronger and weaker association with the suns. 
The sun listed at the bottom of the card in bold is 
enhanced, and the other sun listed, in fainter text, is 
diminished. Spells and effects linked to the stronger 

THE SOOTH DECK

The Sooth Deck is a tool, 
not an obligation. You’ll 

likely forget to turn a new 
card when you should, or 
forget to apply a modifier 

from time to time. 
Don’t worry about it.

Because vislae are so 
inherently magical, 

modifications based on 
Sooth cards and associated 

hearts affect all vislae 
actions, not just spells or 
other magical actions.
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First, the divinatory meaning. The Sooth Deck is, of 
course, a divinatory tool. In the course of a game, 
someone may do a “reading,” in which cards are 
shuffled and played along the Path of Suns in order, 
starting with Silver and ending with the Invisible 
Sun. The cards each have their own individual 
meaning, but only when played with eight other 
cards can they form a cohesive reading, with each 
card interpreted in the context of the others. The 
closer in proximity a card is to another, the greater 
influence it has on that card’s meaning (and vice 
versa). The card played on the Invisible Sun affects 
all other cards equally. The person whose future 
path is being divined—the “person in question”—
can state a goal or topic they want the reading to 
concern, or they can choose to be a blank slate and 
let the cards dictate the direction the reading takes.

Second, the game narrative meaning. Within 
the course of a game, the GM can use the visual 
elements of a card for inspiration, particularly for 
handling things on the fly. However, in a deeper 
sense, the card meanings can also inspire events 
in the game narrative. The GM should usually 
just choose one of the listed ideas. And of course, 
most of the time, a card turn is just a card turn. 
There’s no requirement that a Sooth card affects the 
narrative. The possible meanings are simply there, 
and the GM can choose to use them or not.

Third and fourth, meanings associated with Joy and 
Despair. These are also game-affecting meanings 
if the GM wants them. Remember that GMs will 
be using shifts, in which a character gains Joy or 
Despair, a couple of times each session. These shifts 
change the course of events in the game, usually to 
the benefit or detriment of a character. The Joy or 
Despair meanings, then, are specific suggestions 
for shifts based on the card. So the Joy meanings 
are all positive, and the Despair meanings are all 
negative. Obviously, these are not required, and a 
GM can institute a shift that has nothing to do with 
a card’s meaning.

sun have their effective level increased by 1 (with 
no additional cost) or the Sorcery cost of their effect  
reduced by 1—player choice. Effects tied to the 
weaker sun have their effective level lowered by 1 or 
their Sorcery cost raised by 1. So a card like Endless 
Maze enhances the Blue Sun and diminishes the 
Red Sun. This means it either increases the level of 
Blue spells by 1 or reduces the cost of Blue spells by 
1. Likewise, it reduces the level of Red spells by 1 or 
increases the cost by 1.

Cards affecting magic of a particular color sun 
double the effect when played on that sun in the 
Path. So if Endless Maze was played on the Blue 
Sun, it would increase the level or lower the cost by 
2. Played on the Red Sun, it would lower the level or 
increase the cost by 2.

The other effect is that if a card is played from the 
card family associated with a character’s heart, such 
as a Mysteries card for a Stoic, all of that character’s 
actions get a +1 bonus to their venture.

Special royalty cards have these effects:

Sovereign: +1 to all actions, +2 if heart is linked to 
family

Nemesis: −1 to all actions, −2 if heart is linked to family
Defender: +2 to all actions if heart is linked to family
Apprentice: −1 to all actions if heart is linked to family
Companion: Duplicates the effects of the previously 

played card (if played first in a session on the 
Silver Sun, immediately play another card on the 
next sun)

Adept: Play another card on the next sun

CARD LISTING
Each Sooth Deck card has a value from 0 to 9, and 
a family (Secrets, Visions, Mysteries, or Notions) 
with associated animal, element, and so on. Mostly, 
however, each card’s listing deals with its meanings. 
In each description, you’ll find quick meanings that 
offer some key words or phrases to help remind 
you of the card’s full meanings. Within the general 
description of the card’s meanings, you’ll find four 
distinct categories.

It’s not uncommon that 
in one session, only three 
or four cards are turned 
on the Path of Suns, and 
in the next, ten or twelve 
might be played. GMs 
can, if they wish, pick 

up where one session left 
off, or simply start over 
at the beginning of each 

session on the Silver Sun.

GM shifts, page 9

Endless Maze, page 92
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The Sooth Deck

Card Family Page

Alchemist Secrets 76

Compelling Voice Secrets 83

Conspirator Secrets 84

Crowded Tomb Secrets 85

Devil Secrets 87

Endless Maze Secrets 92

Hidden Moon Secrets 103

Incriminating Skull Secrets 107

Mysterious Rune Secrets 117

Raven Secrets 120

Relentless Rumor Secrets 121

Revolutionary Secrets 123

Sealed Door Secrets 125

Unknowable Truth Secrets 129

Weeping Priest Secrets 134

Card Family Page

Ambassador Visions 77

Blind Guardian Visions 81

Doctor Visions 88

Elusive Sleep Visions 90

Enticing Jewel Visions 94

Eternal Mountain Visions 96

Imperator Visions 105

Inevitable Cataclysm Visions 108

Messiah Visions 113

Questing Knight Visions 118

Revealing Knife Visions 122

Savage Sword Visions 124

Suspicious Hound Visions 126

Swan Visions 127

Whispering Lover Visions 135

Card Family Page

Assassin Mysteries 79

Banished Serpent Mysteries 80

Driver Mysteries 89

Endless Woods Mysteries 93

Enveloping Darkness Mysteries 95

Fleeting Moment Mysteries 97

Forgotten Prisoner Mysteries 99

Ghostly Presence Mysteries 100

Harvesting Spider Mysteries 102

Jackal Mysteries 109

Looming Shade Mysteries 110

Misremembered Dream Mysteries 114

Rat Mysteries 119

Untrustworthy Mirror Mysteries 130

Watcher Mysteries 133

 

Card Family Page

Angel Notions 78

Cat Notions 82

Dangerous Elixir Notions 86

Empty Gallows Notions 91

Forbidden Game Notions 98

Golden Ship Notions 101

Hunter Notions 104

Imprisoning Ice Notions 106

Lost Star Notions 111

Lucky Coin Notions 112

Misunderstood Beast Notions 115

Monarch Notions 116

Tyrannical Clock Notions 128

Unwelcome Child Notions 131

Vizier Notions 132





AGLIOPHOBIA
Level: 3 (+1 die)
I make a close creature so 

afraid of pain of any kind 
that it will act only to 
avoid pain, to the point of 
mania. This likely means 
fleeing from battle, but also 
avoiding high places, fire, 
sharp edges, emotional 
commitments, and so on.

Depletion: 0 (check each hour)
Color: Blue



OBLIVISCENT GIFT
Level: 6 (+1 die)
I make it so that everyone who 

has seen me since the sun 
last set forgets my presence or 
anything I did or said during 
that time. If presented with 
incontrovertible proof that my 
actions occurred (for example, 
I broke a window and they see 
the shattered glass), either they 
can’t place who it was that they 
saw or heard, or they insist 
that it was someone else.

Color: Blue





AT THE SOUNDLESS 
DAWN WE SAW 

WEEPING
Level: 8 (+2 dice)
You send a person you 

touch a year and a day into 
the future. They appear 
precisely where they were 
standing when you touched 
them, as if no time had 
passed for them.

Color: Green



SIGHTS BEST 
UNSEEN

Level: 2
A close person’s eyes 

disappear, and one of them 
reappears on the tip of 
their tongue. Not only is 
this disconcerting, but in 
order to see, the target must 
keep their mouth open and 
tongue extended. They gain 
2 vex in Perception. When 
the vex are removed, their 
eyes return to normal.

Color: Gold





DAMNING OIL
Level: 3
Form: Dark red oil
When spread across a weapon 

(or a bunch of bullets, arrows, 
or other ammo), that weapon 
inflicts +2 damage until the 
sun next rises. The damage 
is a thing of Darkness, and 
demons of the Dark gain 
pleasure and sustenance 
from it (which can be 
useful as a bribe to them).

Color: Pale



MIST ETERNAL
Level: 5
Form: Glass sphere
When you shatter this 

sphere, it releases thick, 
cold mist in a medium 
area that clings to the 
ground, to a depth of about 
2 feet (60 cm). This mist 
is permanent, and even a 
strong wind can’t remove it.

Color: Silver





GREEN 
SECONDHEART

Level: 6
Form: Green wooden heart
When activated, the heart fuses 

with the character touching 
it, literally becoming a second 
heart in their chest. This adds 1 
bene to Physicality permanently. 
Thereafter, the character adds +1 
to the level of any green spell or 
other magical effect, and any such 
effect that affects the character 
depletes less often (two depletion 
rolls are required). 

A character cannot have more than 
one secondheart. 

Object Depletion: —
Color: Green



VIROSE GUN
Level: 5 (+1 die)
Form: Small bronze pistol
This gun produces and fires 

poison bullets. The gun 
inflicts only 2 points of 
damage, but the level 5 poison 
causes disorientation and 
hallucinations. Targets suffer 
a −2 penalty on all actions.

Effect Depletion: 0–1 
(check each round)

Object Depletion: 0–2/0–2 
(check each use)

Color: Blue




